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Buy from RIC and help Save the Worlds Rainforest

T-SHIRTS ($14) and $INGLETS($12): Each image

is on a spectacular rectangle mof rainbow colours On a
:

white shirt. Eight, exciting designs (Penan T
Mission

from Gaia> Peace Ecology Harmony , Goamia etc.

RAINBOW SCARVES; 55 each.,

SARONGS; S9 each.

POSTERS; Beautiful Dailan Pugh Drawings. Small $4;

large $6 .('laminated $5 and $7).

STATIONERY : Cards- $2 set of 4; S3 seluf6.SUHioncry

sets (10 sheets, 10 envelopes) $5

GREETING CARD: featuring Amazon child

l ull colour, - $2,50

BOOKS: Activity Books for children-^ each. Four different

books: Deserts and Woodlands, Wetlands and Heaths,

Forests Xoastlands. Natives ofSarawak - SI 5: Earth First

- $30; Thinking Ukt a Mountain - SI 5: Pirates, Squatters

and Poachers * S6; Australian Non -Buyers Guide - $6;

Logging Against the Natives of.Sarawak S3,

VIDEOS: Earth First - $60; Blowpipes and Bulldozers -$50:

Give 1 rees a Chance - 560; Into Darkest Borneo - S20,

AUDIO CASETTES: Karih First - S12;

Nightcap Rainforest -57,

PLEASE pay in $ Australian only. Please quote invoke number when paying.
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RAINFOREST TIMBER SHIPS
BLOCKADED, RELOADED AND PAINTED
In November the Melbourne Rainforest Action Group

(RAG) blockaded the rainforest timber ship *Arawa Bay'

as it travelled up the Yarra River into Melbourne. Two
members of the group managed to bowride the vessel as it

ran the blockade.

In DecemberRAG blockaded the
4

Anthos\ One activist

managed to bowride the ship while being hosed by the

crew. It was the eighth RAG blockade of a rainforest

timber ship in 1989.

In January RAG blockaded the *Ikan Tamban\ On this

occasion the group had decided to attempt a multiple

bowride on the vessel. In a carefully planned, disciplined

and safety conscious action, seven of the 28 activists in the

water were able to hold handsand ride thebow halfan hour

before dawn.

MELBOURNE RAG is one of a global network of

RAGs campaigning to save what is left of the global

rainforest heritage, Melbourne RAG has a deep
comrn itment to the philosophyand principles ofnonviolent

struggle; the impact of its campaign so far is ample
testimony to the effectiveness of this strategy.

At earlier meetings, carefully planned follow up actions

had been designed for each ship.

In the case of the 'Arawa Bay*, 80 members of RAG
gathered at North Wharf at 9am on 1 8 November. After a

circle designed to focus the group and to finalise logistical

points, a group spokesperson addressed the media. At
9:40am,60 activists climbed the fenceand illegally entered

Victoria Dock where the latest shipment of rainforest

timber from Malaysia was being unloaded.

Once inside the fence, RAG members picked up long

planks of 'sawn rainforest timber and carried them 50
metres to the side of the ship where they were stacked

ready for reloading. As a result of previous negotiations

with the Waterside Workers Federation, the waterside

workers stopped work as soon as RAG activists were on
the wharf.

Given ournonviolentcommitment to truth and openness,
advice of all details of the action had been given to the

shipping agent, police and port security authorities earlier

in the week. As a result of this policy and the highly

disciplined actions carried out by RAG throughout the

campaign, there is considerable police respect for RAG
and active police support for the issue. Consequently,
despite a substantial police presence, RAG activists

restacked the limber for several hours. However, an attempt

to reload the timber by building human pyramids against

the side of the ship was thwarted by a police blockade -

good evidence that they appreciate nonviolent tactics!

The group had several meetings involving waterside

workers and police and confirmed a decision ofthe previous
week that it would occupy the wharf indefinitely - thus

preventing the unloading of the ship. With the media long
gone, the police eventually gave us two warnings and then

reluctantly made 32 arrests at2:50pm /Unloading had been
delayed for five hours. Seventeen activists refused a bail /
condition and spent two days in the city watch-house in

solidarity with Penan tribespeople in Malaysia who are in

jail for blockading logging roads in their rainforests. RAG 3
activists are due in court on 16 May 1990.

THE ANTHOS ACTION

60 members arrived at 32 South Wharf on 9 December.

We had decided that women would undertake all liaison,

focalise the action and address the media - this compelled

the people who work in patriarchal structures to

acknowledge and deal with women. The plan was to serve

an indictment on the ship's captain for 'Crimes Against the

Environ ment
1

and "Crimes Against Indigenous

Peoples 'and to paint the words 'Don't Buy Rainforest

Timbers - Exhibit A' on the side of the ship. We gathered

in a circle to do a news conference and prepare to climb the

fence; we were expecting to be arrested However, the

police then informed us that no arrests would be made and
that we would be permitted entry to the wharf. We left our

ladders at the gate and walked inside!

The waterside workers again stood aside for the two

hours that RAG activists were on the wharf. In addition,

our union liaison collective had again negotiated with the

Waterside Workers Federation, the Seamans' Union and

the Australian Workers' Union to impose 24 hour bans on

the ship; this delayed its arrival and departure by a total of

two days adding $30,000 to the cost of the shipment and

thus increasing the retail price of the timber.

Once on the wharf, the captain refused lo speak to us, so

we flew 60 copies of the indictment (folded as paper

planes) onto the ship. We then divided into groups and

systematically painted our message in six foot letters along

the side ofship while the policeand port security authorities

watched. Once we had finished, we sang songs, cleared the

wharf area and thanked everyone, As we left the wharf, the

AWU untied the ship and we watched the media film the

ship's departure with our message painted on it. This

action received superb media coverage - especially on

television.

Following the bowride on the
4

Ikan Tamban' on 21

January, 90 RAG members gathered later that day at 32

South Wharfto attempt a more elaborateand colorful paint

job in the light of day, After the usual circle to organise

ourselves, activists were again allowed entry to the wharf.

We had divided the ship into sections and prepared a

six-part plan of our mural We had organised organic paint

in several colors. In two hours we painted a mural which

told the story of rainforest destruction. At one end we
painted a pristine rainforest complete with animals and

indigenous peoples. Then we painted a giant bulldozer, a

huge $ sign and the names of companies involved in

rainforest destruction, We then painted a scene full of tree

stumps. And finally we painted messages including the

words 'Don't Buy Rainforest Timbers', Throughout the

painting, we listened to our musical activists.

We finished with a focussing circle and left the wharf

in high spirits - the entire side of the shipwas covered in our

mural.



MELBOURNE
RAG REPORT

Melbourne Rainforest Action Group has been

remarkably active and successful over the last 12 months

They established close contacts with the Building Workers

Industrial Union, and that union has now banned the use of

tropical limber on building sites in Victoria. This liason

has lead to convincing three (so far) of the five major

plywood manufacturers to useplantation substitutes instead

of rainforest timber in plywood manufacture.

Working in conjunction with the Waterside Workers*

Federation, the Seamans* Union and the Australian

Workers
1 Union they have made Melbourne a port that

tropical timber ships dread. Their exploits have resulted in

the issue of tropical timber imports receiving widespread

media attention. They serve as a shining example of what

can be achieved with dedication and discipline and it is

hoped that they will be an inspiration to other groups both

in Australia and overseas. In the following article Robert

Burrowcs, a member of Melbourne RAG, talks about its

exploits, achievements and recent actions:

METHODS AND AIMS
MelbourneRAG isdeeply committed tothephilosophy

and principles of nonviolent struggle. It is difficult to do

justice to this sophisticated philosophy in a summary, but

it includes the foliowing principles: we do not use violence,

we tell the truth, we do not use sabotage, we are not

secretive (we tell everyone days beforehand exactly what

we intend to do), and weshow respect for all opponents and

third parties. Melbourne RAG has no hierarchy, uses

consensus decision-making and pays close attention to

eliminating gender and other power imbalances within the

group. The average attendance at weekly meetings is 60.

Because our campaign has a revolutionary orientation,

we are concerned that our activities help to undermine the

existing global power structure (rather than reinforce it).

Hence the Melbourne RAG campaign focuses on what

ordinary people and organisations can do; we are much

less concerned with lobbying the government for short-

term reforms. Our campaign focuses on research,

negotiations,community education andnonviolentaclions;

and we promote such activities as consumer boycotts,

union bans, and the formation of school RAG groups to

campaign against local hardware stores and timber

merchants. We try to empower people by encouraging

ihcm to be involved in doing something for themselves and

for the planet.

Melbourne RAG's immediate aim is to halt Australia's

imports of rainforest timbers through consumer boycotts,

union bans and other forms of community action. This

includes public pressure on timber merchants, builders,

architects and other timber users,

OUR RAINFOREST ROCKCONCERTS are

designed to attract people with an interest in music. Wc
mainly use theconcerts to raise awareness about rainforests

(and other environmental issues) and to encourage people

to make a commitment to join the struggle to save them.

OUR FRIENDS, THE POLICE
Given the high level of dialogue we maintain with the

police, port security authorities, the unions and the media

(and the high level of discipline we display), police have

consistently refused to arrest us during blockades, the ship

painting action and during blockades we have put in place

at the Malaysian Consulate and the Mitsubishi Bank, Wc
precipitated 32 arrests during the

1Arawa Bay
5

reloading

action, however, by delaying unloading for five hours.

Because the police have such a high regard forour campaign

and the way in which it is conducted, tiiey now tell us when

the ships are coming (so that we can blockade themf) and

buy our 'Police for Rainforests
1

stickers.

RAINFOREST
FOUNDATION •

REPORT
The Australian branch of the international organisation

established by Sting to raise funds to protect the Amazon

and other rainforests around the world is run by Jonathon

King and a Board of Directors. The foundation has raised

funds in a variety of ways since its formation in May '89.

These have included an ongoing media appeal, painting

exhibitions and sales, tree planting competitions and more.

Merchandising director Claire Leimbach has produced a

range of cards, T-shirts and other items which have sold

very quickly. Sting's book "The Jungle Stories" and the

Amazon video "Raoni" are both available at the office and

a 199 1 rainforest calendar is being prepared. The Foundation

has now put money into campaigns in: New Guinea

(RXC), The South East Forests (TWS), Australian

rainforest research (ACF), Watcfront Actions (S.R.A.G.)

and the Xingu National Park {Intcnational Rainforest

Foundation).

FUTURE FUNDING: Any rainforest campaign

officers needing funding can submit an application to

The Rainforest Foundation, P.O. Box 123, Palm Beach,

2108, NSW Australia (Fax 9188388) Phone 918 8388
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V
SNEAKY INCREASES IN EXPORT)

^ LICENCES BY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

A woodchip Export Licence was issued to Brisbane

Forest Products P/L on 1 st January, 1989 for annual export

of 180,000 tonnes/annum of wooden ips. Approval was

given on a trial basis by Senator Peter Cook for one year

( 1 989} for thecompany to include 50,000 tonnes ©f logging

residues from southern Queensland and northern NSW.
The remaining 130,000tonnes was to be from sawmill

residues.

Xhe Federal Department ofPrimary Industries (DPI) is

about to renew this trial arrangement and grant fonrial

approval for logging residues tobe utilised. No assessment,

required under the federal Environment protection (Impact

ofProposals) Act has ever been undertaken on the Brisbane

Forest Products P/L's operation. DPI doesn't consider (hat

the proposed operations are likely to have environmental

significance!

PART OF A PATTERN
This latest event fits into a pattern of creeping, sneaky

increases in woodchip exports.

In 1 98 1 ,Sawm illers Export P/L were issued aWoodchip
export licence for 350,000 tonnes of sawmill waste and

logging residues. In 1984 the Licence Conditions were

changed to include silviculrural residues from slate forests

and limber from freehold land. In 1 988, this sameWoodchip

Export Licence was further increased to permit the export

of 500,000 tonnes.

The 1977 Environmental Impact Statement prepared

for the proponents, Sawmillers Export P/L, which centred

on the Newcastle port, stated that "...biological and

ecological studies should be undertaken into the likely

impacts of chipping resources other than sawmill residues

before forestresiduesand si 1vie ultural thinnings are utilised

for woodch ipping
.

"

In 1978, The Department of the Arts, Heritage and

Environment (DAHE), the forerunner of The
Department of Arts, Sport, Environment, Tourism

and Territories (DASETT), agreed with the notion of

broader impact assessment and recommended that:

''the company should be informed that any future

proposal to utilise forest residues will require a further

application for export approval and environmental

assessment in accordance with the Environmental

Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act/'

No speci fic ecolog ical studies have everbeen undertaken

into the impact of removing forest residues. Nor have the

dramatic increases in Sawmillers Export P/L'ws export

licence condi tions, to include forest res id ues, or the Brisbane

Forest Products P/L's licence, been assessed under the

Environmental Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act.

IGNORING THE LAW
This appears to represent a complete failure by the two

federal Departments, DASETT and DoPI to corrccdy

implement Federal law. Now there is a chance to demand

that all woodchip export licences for logging residues or

any other ^forest residues", not be renewed until an

Environmental Impact Assessment has been prepared,

publicly exhibited and given due consideration.

WRITE YOUR LETTERS OF PROTEST
TODAY to:

Senator Peter Cook, Minister for Primary Industries,

Parliament House, Canberra 2600.

Send a copy and another covering letter to

Senator Graham Richardson, Minister for the

Environment, at the same address.

Ask them to enforce the law! Here are some more useful

points you may wish to include:

* Logging has al ready been proven in a n umbcr ofcourt

cases on the North coast ofNSW to be having*a significant

impact on the environment. Woodchipping will increase

that impact.

• North east NSW and SE Queensland are two of the

most biolpgieally diverse regions in Australia, yet they arc

the least researched forested areas.

• Logs on the ground provide protection, nesting sites,

shelter, refuge for many small mammals, reptiles and

invertebrates. These in turn provide food for numerous

larger animals,

* Removal of increased volumes of limber means the

loss of more nutrients, decreasing site productivity and

thus faunal populations.

• Increased truck movements will significantly accelerate

damage to roads and bridges and reduce public safety.

* Integrated logging will increase the number of trees

felled, particularly of mature specimens by:

1) increasing the felling of trees of dubious sawlog
quality. m

2) extraction of mature growth trees in regrowih

forests.

3) allowing the removal of mature but defective

trees which ou icrwisc would have been uneconomic
to cull.

4) increasing the chances of potential sawlogs

being woodchipped by shonky contractors or

those under pressure to meet commitments.

For more information contact: North East Forest

Alliance,88a Keen S l LismorcNSW Phone : (066) 2 13278
5 or Michael Miranda ph (066) 21 4390.



PROPOSED
TULLY-
MILLSTREAM
HYDRO ELECTRIC
SCHEME

The Queensland government has given the go-ahead

for the construction ofthe Tully-Miilstream hydro-electric

scheme in Far North Queensland. This scheme, if it goes

ahead, will flood parts of the Wet Tropics World Heritage

Area and a vastamount of land listed on the Register ofthe

National Estate. In devising this scheme the Queensland

ElectricityCommission (QEC)areo73 attempting tojustify

their own existence at the expense of the Queensland

taxpayer and the Australian environment, Astronomical

debt, poor and inaccurate forecasting, environmental

destruction, inequitable tariffcharges, political interference

and lack ofvision have created a department entrenched in

a quagmire of mismanagement.

The QEC has begun blasting an exploratory tunnel.

Work on the dam itself is planned to begin early this year

and take 7 years Uncomplete. The reason for the dam, the

QEC says, is to meet the growth in consumer demand, but

their past forecasts have been grossly incorrect and costly.

LOCATION: Water lo turn the turbines will come

from the already existing Kooombooloomba Reservoir

and the soon to be flooded areas of Nitchaga Creek and

Wooroora. These flooded areas will hold about four times

the water in Sydney Harbour. Located between Ravenshoe

and Tully, at the southern end ofofthe Alhcrton Tablelands

and in the centre of the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area,

the scheme will join Kareeya (72MW) and Barron Gorge

(60MW) as one of the three hydro-electric stations in Far

North Queensland.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL COST: The scheme has

the potential to be an environmental disaster. It would

flood 4,300 ha of forest, 90% of which is on the register of

the National Estate. This area includes 1400 ha of World

Heritage forest, 1 30ha of it rainforest. Colonies of Yellow

bellied gliders, brush-tailed bcltong and platypus will have

their habitats destroyed. Six rare and now endangered

plants have been recorded in the area. Why do we bother

to list these forests as World Heritage Areas if we arc not

protecting them?

THE FINANCIAL COST: In the year ending June

1988, Ethiopia had a foreign debt of $3.8 billion , while the

QEC had total liabilities of $4,135 billion. The QEC will

have to borrow, most likely from overseas, the S550

million to fund this scheme. The cost estimatewas made in

1988 and could actually go much higher

WHAT YOU CAN DO;

Write toWayneG oss, The Premier ofQueensland,

Parliament House, Brisbane 4000, pointing out the

environmental and financial reasons this scheme

should not go ahead*

Attend the audio-visual tour being organised by

the Cairns and Far North Environment Centre

and travelling the east coast of Australia between

late March and early May,

ILUKA NATURE^
RESERVE
A buffer zone to the The NPWS-managed Ilutca nature

reserve, the largest area of littoral rainforest in NSW is

under threat Decisions are being made about this right

now. Help is needed urgently. Contact Celia Smith (066)

427 081 m Clarence Valley National Parks Association,

P.O. Box 425 Grafton 2460.

BONVILLE
At Bonvillc in Southern Coffs Harbour Shire within the

proposed Bongil Bongil coastal national park, an extremely

rich, diverse and sensitive environment is currently under

threat. It has

:

* Endangered species including 29 endangered bird

species.

* The Bonv ille-Pi nc Creek Estuary - the last unpolluted

major estuary in Coffs Harbour Shire - described as

"uniquely pristine" by the University of New Engand

Dept. of Ecosystems Management,

* The least disturbed of the four remaining littoral

rainforests of NSW.
* Extensive wetlands.

* Fifteen different forest types

TheCommonwealth G overnment (Senator Richardson)

has offered funding through the National Rainforest

Conservation Programme to the NSW government to

acquire the land for protection. To receive the funds, the

NSW government must nominate the area for acquisition

under the national programme. The Greiner government is

dragging its feet.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Write to The Hon. Nick Greiner,Preinier ofNSW,
Parliament House, Sydney 2000 and ask that he

nominate Bongil Bongil for rainforest funding

immediately* Use some or all of the above points in

yopur letter*

POSITION VACANT
A vacancy exists for the position of daily office

co-ordinator at the Rainforest Information

Centre's office in Lismore, NSW* The successful

applicant must be patient, hard-working,

tolerant, clear thinking and dedicated to working

for the environment All for a pittance if you're

lucky.

Duties will include handling the accounts,

keeping the office in running order, answering

letters and saving the world's rainforest during

tea breaks.

If you're at all interested and even if you don't

think you have all the necessary qualifications

please give us a calk



EAST
GIPPSLAND'S
FORESTS -SAVED?

Tuesday 13th 1990: The Federal Government

today accepted the conditions of a 3 year moratorium on

logging in the National Estate forests of East Gippsland.

Coming just before the Federal election, this politically

motivated move spells a welcome relief for National

Estate, Base Camp packed up and we celebrated deep into

thcnighL Whilsthumans continue to exploit and use native

timbers and imported rainforest timbers, however, the

struggle to save the world's global biotic community

continues. As we enjoy a small reprieve from direct action

1 still wonder what changes in human consciousness are

going to repair the damage done.

The drive from Base Camp to Melbourne is typical of

most through the Australian countryside, the desecration

caused by 200 years of over-exploitation is blinding.

Once vast forested areas erode and waste away to desert

under the relentless force of sheep and cattle. I wonder
what sort ofchanges in human consciousness are necessary

to repair this damage.

Although East Gippsland covers only 4% of Victoria's

landmass, it contains 1/3 of the state's plant species and 2/

3 of the bird and animal species. 90% of the area is

forested, with 60% of this area earmarked for logging, 2/

3 of the National Estate within this area is protected, but 1/

3 containing areas of paramount ecological significance,

including many rare and endangered species, was under

threat. Hopefully this area is now safe - for three years at

least.
*

The Australian Heritage commission, the Federal

government institution responsible for inscribing areas of

national significance onto the register of National Estate
has stated that logging is an inappropriate activity within
the forests on the register, as it destroys the very qualities

which put them there in the first place. Only 7 coupes out
of the 220 due to be logged this year fall within the
National Estate boundary. Once an area is logged it is

systematically burnt off, resulting in the complete
annihilation of entire ecosystems. The highly suspect
theory ofsustainable yield pertains only to the sustainability
of limber quality, not of ecosystems. The non-violent
direct action campaign conducted thus far since early
January has concerned itselfwith preserving these 7 coupes.

There exist many sound reasons why logging should
cease in the National Estate. The availability of alternative
softwoods will soon increase dramatically as pine
plantations come on stream, forcing expensive native
hardwoods offthemarket As there will be less demand for
these timbers, the timber industry needs to restructure, and
the State government knows it. Also, BHP Limited has
indicated that if logging is not allowed in National Estate
forests, it will have to reconsider its bid to build a pulp and
paper mill in East Gippsland, and what a pity that would
be...

ARRESTS AND 35 IN PRISON

Since the first week's actions in early January, 300
arrests have been made and 35 people have gone to prison
because they refuse to sign bail conditions which would
have infringed on their democratic right to protest the

destruction of the National Estate. They have chosen to to
in gaol to challenge t

The prison action is drawing widespread community
support for the campaign. One set of prisoners and
supporters outside fasted for seven days to further signify

the importance of saving these virgin forests. Vigils in the
City Square and outside Pentridge gaol have raised
community awareness and encouraged many more people "

to join in the struggle. The arrests in the forest, and in

particular the refusal to sign bail conditions constitute the
spearhead ofa ten yearcampaign to save the forests and for

the first time places them solidly on the agenda of the

community at large not just politicians.

By focussing on people's commitment and sacrifice

and not on government decisions, this action has gone a
long way to raising community awareness as to the
importance of saving old growth forests. Surely this is the
long term goal of all activists ifwe expect to save all ofthe
world's remaining biotic communities and not just tiny

patches which is what governments tend to do.

7



"WORLD'S
FILTHIEST MINE"

Despite extremely negative coverage in the local press,

successful protests were held in Brisbane, S ydney, Lismore

and Byron Bay outside branches of the Westpac Banking

Company. The article which appeared in the Northern Star

claimed that the presence of protesters was ignored by

banking staff, although how the Northern Star could have

known this without having a reporter on the spot raises all

sorts of questions about the integrity of the press.

The response of bank staff and public was far from

indifferent, with staff and customers entering the bank

being informed of the poisons emanating from Ok Tedi

(see article in WRR 14) and their effects upon the people,

plants arid animals of the Fly River and the Torres Strait.

Most people responded with interest and sympathy to the

complaints of the protesters, with a number of people

going so far as to withdraw their savings from the bank.

It has been reported that concentrations of toxic copper

wastes have been found in prawns caught in the Torres

Straitat a level of22 parts per million. The National Health

andMedical Research Council's acceptable level forcopper

is 10 parts per million.

Wctpae's ostentatious support for Australia's "Clean-

up Day" underlined the hypocrisy of its financial support

for OTML. The action shows the importance of exposing

the financial supporters of environmentally destructive

operations and hopefully will be the precursor of many
more such actions through the year. Stay tuned to the

World Rainforest Report for further actions.

(Compiled by Tim White)

MELBOURNE
WESTPAC ACTION

MELBOURNE WESTPAC ACTION
On the 22nd of January, Westpac, Australia's leading

bank for the upwardly mobile, sponsored a national litter

clean-up day: we gleefully participated. The following day

we dumped one tonne of garbage outside its head office.

This hell-bent bank is a major shareholder ofBHP - which

keeps Ok Tedi Copper mine in Papua New Guinea as theA

filthiest mine on Earth! &ffi*^£p*tf&4

GREENS STAGE
JAPANESE
EMBASSY
PROTEST VIGIL

Conservationists staged a two-day protest vigil between

January 24th and 26th outside the Japanese Embassy in

Canberra, the Australian capital city.

Spokesperson for the Canberra Conservation Council,

Sid Walker, said today: "The vigil was primarily an appeal

to the people of Japan to put adequate controls on Japanese

pulp and paper corpo rations, which are the prime culprits

in native forest destruc tion throughout the Pacific basin.

"At present, over half of all traded logs derived from

tropical rainforests arc imported by Japan, In the Pacific

region, Japanese corporations i mport more than 80% of all

rainforest timber exports from Malaysia and are the major

force behind o73 deforestation in many other Pacific

countries such as the Solomon Islands and New Guinea.

"Australia is also heavily implicated in forestdestruction.

By staging this protest in front of the Japanese Embassy,

we are not seeking to escape our own responsibilities in

this country.

"Atpresent, Australia exports some 5 million tonnes of

woodchips per annum to Japan, The Japanese people

should know that this entails large-scale clearfcll ing of this

continent's native forests, which are home to nyuiy unique

species including the koala. Koala populations continue to

decline steeply in Australia, largely because of continued

habitat destruction,

"We recognise that deforestation and loss of biological

diversity are global problems which require global

solutions. Leadership must be shown by the richest

countries, wjiose record of forest exploitation is the worst

- and whose capacity to direct change is the greatest

"



WUTHATHAI AND KUUK YA'U ABORIGINES

OPPOSE CAPE YORK SPACE PORT
"We want thisplace to be left as it is., .we don't want all

these beautiful places to be taken away"

-Gordon Pablo, tribal elder, Wuthathai people,

Shell bourne Bay

A recent edition of the current affairs program, Four
Corners (ABC television) looked at the threat posed to the

unique life forms and and tribal cultures of the Cape York
Peninisula by rampant development and government
policies of the then governing National Party. At that time

millions ofhectares ofofpublic lease hold land were being
converted to free hold title at an unprecedented rate, with

special deals and concessions going to National Party

supporters.

CAPE YORK

lELBUffNe BAY
^Proposed ipace base

IfMP16 BAY
Farming' and fi thing conimymki

'lOCKHART RlVEf?

3S0 people live hero*

60 km sou Hi of launch srlo

r*pm Areo >rct<?d a?
^ Nolionol Estate

BiJ^Glasson the minister responsible for the region has

stated on Four Corners that the reason for the conversion
from lease hold to free hold was to "encourage the (new)
owners to develop the land for cattle grazing." On the

same program, Bill Whiteman head of the Cattleman's
Union stated that the cattle industry in the region was dying
out but that cattle stations were being bought up by land
speculators and developers. An American speculator had
purchased thousands of hectares of prime coastal land in

the form of Silver Plains Station and was in the process of
searching for adevelopment partner to turn the area into a
resort.

In some cases land was being sold off for as

little as $1.25 per hectare.

Bill Quaid, a Cairns-based real estate agent had been

subdividing rainforest allotments, bulldozing the tops of

mountains for home sites and constructing roads into areas

gazetted as World Heritage listed areas. The roads rapidly

turned into erosion gullies under the bombardment of

heavy tropical rains, wreaking havoc with the fragile

rainforest soils and ultimately the forests themselves.

The Labour government has promised to investigate

all land dealsbeing carried outon the Peninsula, particularly

where there is suspicion of political favouritism, and to

halt all transactions currently in progress. They claim thai

they are unable to stop sates where contracts have already

been exchanged.

The heavyweight contender in the development stakes

is undoubtedly the $340 million space port backed by

corporate giants Kumagai Gumi and Essington Ltd.. Both

the Federal Labour Government and the Queensland

Government arc firm supporters of the space port.

Cape York's traditional occupants the Wuthathai

people, whose land surrounds Shellbournc Bay where the

space port is to be located and the neighbouring Kuuku
Ya'u have reaffirmed their opposition to the space port.

Gordon Pablo, chairperson of the Wuthathai Council

said, "What gives us very great concern is that, once again,

white people and governments are allowing very big

developments in our sacred tribal territories on Cape York

without consulting us../'

The Peninsula has been described as one of the most

uniquely significant wild areas in Australia containing

conservation and cultural features of incalculable value.

Much of the flora and fauna of the area has never been

gazetted by european science. Yet only a bare fragment of

the entire region is protected by National Parks.

The siting of the Cape York Space Port in the area is an
affront to the areas natural features and to its cultural

significance to the Peninsula's aboriginal people.

Writing of the environmental dangers of such a

development in Land Right's News reporter Kathy Wright
states,"The impactofa space port is potentially devastating

to the environment Each launch produces 3,8 million

litres ofhighly acidic waste water. Launching noise would
be heard over a 50km. radius. The traditional hunting

grounds of the Aboriginal community at Lockhart River,

approximately 60 kms. away from the proposed base,

would be affected.

The space port would bring all kinds of ancillary

development with it; housing, shopping centres, roads,

tourism et al. As a developed country it is up to Australia

to set an exampleand ensure that the Cape York Peninsula

is protected, development mustbe stopped mid Aboriginal

land rights protected.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
The best way to ensure that this is done would be

guaranteed land rights for the Wuthathai and

kindred peoplesand the declaration ofthe Peninsula

as a national park, Please write to Wayne Goss,

The Premier of Queensland, Executive Building,

100 George St., Brisbane Qld.» 4000
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STOP PRESS:

Penan U
The situation now facing the Penan is desperate. As the logging
operations continue 24 hours per day these peaceful people are
being encroached upon from all sides - each day their forest
dwindles , fruit trees are felled, animals scatter.,*

In the Long Kidah and Long Iman regions the Penan estimate that
within one month their forest will be completely devastated, with
no hope for regeneration.

On the 20th of January this year, the Penan Association ( formed by
tribal leaders from various areas, and endorsed by the government)
met to give reports on and discuss what was happening in each of
their respective areas. Among the quotes:

"We have tried our best to protect our forest by blockading,
but we have been ignored* The government tells us we are wrong*"

"We suffer problems finding food and essentials which we get
from the forest. It takes us days to find meat and fish -

sometimes we don't find anything"

LONG IMAN
"Interhill logging company has entered CFR area and by the

end of the month may be all logged*"

AJONG KIEW, LONG BELUK APOH
"We ask for schools, the government brings tractors, we ask

for clinics the government gives lorries to take more wood*"
"Many of the trees extracted have been left to rot*"

WAN MALUNG
" We are never consulted about the activities in our area.

They (the logging companies) just moved in, I don't know what
they think of us."

"My father died from lack of food in September 89."

The 1 discussion focused mainly on the Long Kidah, Long Iman and
Ulu Baram areas, where it is said that people are now starving,
for it is now impossible to find food in the jungle.

The people are close to breaking point. They don't know how
else to stop the companies . How much more can these peaceful
people sacrifice? Already they have gone to jail , suffered (and
suffering) starvation, have been hospitalised for diseases caught
while in jail , all without any effect on halting logging
operations *

Meanwhile, the logging companies grow ever more vicious in*
their attack on the forest, completely oblivious to the
destruction they cause. Some areas have been re-entered
4 - 5 times * Trees with a circumference as little as 8 inches
have been extracted. In several large regions a lot of the trees
logged have been left to rot-including fruit trees *

The coming months will determine what kind of future the
Penan will have to live with* Realistically, that future looks
bleak, yet they continue to hope and appeal to anyone and the
government to help solve their problem. Time is scarce. The



fight for the Penan and their forest must now be more vigorous
than ever before : while one tree stands, and one Penan is alive
- while there is hope for survival - we shall never give up,

PLEASE DON'T LET THE PENAN FOREST DIE.
Give them your support - while there is still a chance.

AN INTERNATIONAL DAY OF ACTION IS PLANNED FOR MARCH ON A DATE
YET TO BE ANNOUNCED. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR LOCAL RAG
GROUP OR ORGANIZE YOUR OWN ACTIONS.

Actions Related to the Japanese Embassy in your Country

* Actions \Demonstrations outside the Japanese Embassy

* Japanese Embassy Phone-in
Ask as many people as possible to phone the Japanese Embassy
on Friday the 23rd of March to protest and ask questions about
the role of Japanese companies and government in the situation inSarawak and tropical deforestation in general (suggested outline
is below)

* Petitions
Enclosed are petitions targeting both the Japanese and Malaysian
Governments* Please get these photocopied, circulating gettinq
as many signatures as you possibly can. (please don't forqet topost theml

1
)

^

JAPANESE CONSULATE GENERALS
CANBERRA
PERTH
ADELAIDE
MELBOURNE
SYDNEY
BRISBANE

112 Empire Cct Yaramula
221 St George Terrace
1028 South Road Edstown
492 St Kilda Rd,Mel.
52 Martin PI, Sydney.

Ph 73 32 44
Ph 321 7816
Ph 277 1522
Ph 267 3277
Ph 231 3455
Ph 221 5188

Issues\Questions
Representatives

:

What is Japan 1 s

deforestation?

to Raise with Japanese Government

policy towards the problem of tropical

What is the Japanese government doing to regulate the destructive
activities of Japanese companies in Sarawak and elsewhere?

What are Japan's regulations to ensure that Japanese aid is
used to abuse human rights or help destroy tropical forests?

not

When and how will Japan start to work actively and constructively
for the sustainable use of natural resources and ecosystems
worldwide?

* Letter Writing
Addressed to the Japanese embassies in your country, in protest,
asking similar questions as for the phone-in ( above )•

Addresses to write to in Australia:

Senator Gareth Evans
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Parliament House
Canberra 2601
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IN JAPAN:
Tomio Tatsuno,
President Marubeni Corp.
1-4-2 Otemachi
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
JAPAN

The Hon. Noboru Takeshi ta
Office of the Prime Minister
1-6-1 Nagata-cho
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
JAPAN

IN SARAWAK:
YB Datuk Haji Noor Tahir
Minister of Tourism and
Environment for Sarawak
Petra Jaya
Kuching
SARAWAK

To find out more information eg starting time, place etc, call
your nearest Rainforest Action Group.

BRISBANE: Annelise 07 3796742
Nikki Gibson 07 2690431
Paul Careless 07 2294533

SYDNEY: Anthony 02 5581291
Tanya Excel 1 02 327187 2

Mathew Jamieson 02 267792

PERTH: Marty (09) 3212269

MELBOURNE: Melb. RAG (03) 6544833 or (03) 3809220 a.h.
or Charley (03) 5980078

ADELAIDE: The Wilderness Society (08) 2316586
this is not a good number adelaide RAG needs to be contacted

DARWIN: Environment Centre (089) 811984

MELBOURNE: Joanna Ph (03) 2400159
Canopy or Tracy 03 3809220

ADELAIDE: James Prest 08 2320049

It cannot be stressed heavily enough how urgently the Penan and
the forest need your support.



THE HUAORANI
FIGHT FOR
SURVIVAL
AGAINST PETROL
COMPANIES,
ROADS AND
SETTLERS

Twenty years ago, the Huaorani numbered 20 to 30,000

people living in an area of some 230 square kilometres in

the rainforests of Ecuador In the last 20 years their

numbers have fallen to less than 3 thousand, ninety per cent

of whom live in an area of 66,000 ha. It is now widely

recognised that the continuing incursions of petrol

companies and the colonising ofw hat remains oftheir land

threaten the Huaorani with extinction,

OIL, ROADS AND SETTLERS:
In the last 10 years Ecuador's economy has become

afmostexclusivcly dependenton oil, resulting in a massive

onslaught on the rainforest and its indigenous inhabitants.

Rather than working to protect the Huaorani, the state has

been an accomplice of the petrol companies because ofthis
hunger for oil revenue.

During this 10 year period there have been 5 licenses

given for exploration and exploitation and in all there have

been 24 new petrol contracts drawn up. There are 28 petrol

companies involved in drilling and exploration in an area

of 3.6 million hectares. Ten companies are currently

working in the Huaoranfs traditional lands. The road

building which accompanies oil companies into the forest

generally means that colonisation will soon follow. Another

effects of petroleum operations is the pollution of water

systems to the extent that they become unusable, The game
that the indigenous people depend on for food also become
depleted.

In 1989 further applications were made for exploration

rights some of them in the Cotacatchi-cayapas Biosphere

Reserve and the Awa Ethnic Reserve.

Desperate attacks havebeen madeby Huaorani warriors

in attempts to repel the invaders. The Engineer Corps have

constructed more than 27 km . ofroads in Huaorani territory

under the protection of armed soldiers. Colonists have

already penetrated 4km past the end of the road and as

many as 2,500 families have settled due to its construction.

If this road is allowed to continue as planned further into

the Huaoranis* territory, it would bisect their land,

preventing communication of Huaorani on either side of

the road. This would have devastating consequences for

their future. To sum up: the survival of the Huaorani is

gravely threatened by the petrol companies, the colonists

and timber companies. They desperately need international

support.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Send letters, making specific reference to the

following 8 points, to the President of the Republic of
Ecuador and the other authorities whose add resses are

written below. These points are offered by the

Confederacion ofIndigenous Nations of theEcuadorian
Amazon as measures necessary to the survival of the

Huaorani,

1 . Theurgentdelineaiion and legalisation ofthe Huaorani

Territory in accordance with the proposal of the

Governmental Interinstitutional Commission of

May 1983,

2. An immediate halt to the activities of the petrol

companies in Huaorani territory and a revision of

the activities of petrol companies in the Amazon
region of Ecuador.

3, Participation of the Indigenous organisations in the

formulation of a new politic petrolera and the

definition ofa politica to preserve the environment.

4. A stop to all actions that are consolidating the

position of the invading colonists along the 27km
petrol road in Huaorani territory and all steps

necessary to prevent ongoing invasion.

5, That the Engineer Corps responsible for the road

become conscious of the reality of the Huaorani
and other indigenous people in the Ecuadorian

Amazon. That they suspend all road building in

Huaorani Territory until the territory is legalised

and the situation defined in a way that can solve the

problem of the colonists and M petroleros" ,

6, The invasion of their land has caused continual

migration of Huaorani families toward Peru. The
national government should therefore rehabilitate

these Huaorani and other similarly affected

indigenous people.

7, Programmes to help the Huaorani nation should be

unconditionally supported by the state.

8. The Ecuadorian state should unconditionally

guarantee respect for the territory that traditionally

belongs to the Huaorani.

Presidente de la Republica del Ecuador
Presidencia dc la Republica

Garcia Moreno 1043

Quito Ecuador.

(The President)

Ministro de Agricultura y Ganaderia

Avcnida Amazonas y Eloy A 1faro

Quito Ecuador

.

(Minister of Social Well Being)

Ministero dc Gobicrno

Ministerio de Gobeierno

Calle Espejo y Benalcazar

Quito Ecuador.

(Minister of Agrarian Reform

and Cattle)

Presidente de la corte Suprema de Justica,

Corte Suprema dc Justica

Piedrahita y Avcnida 6 dc Diciembra

Quito Ecuador

(The Supreme Court of Justice)

Please send copies of your letters to:

Confederacion de Nacionalidades Indigenas

de la Amazonia Ecuatriana(CONFENIAE)
Avenida 6 de Diciembra 1 59 y Pazmino
Oficina 408 Apartado 4180

Quitn Ecuador

In addition, pressure on an international level could be

brought to bear on the companies responsible for invading

Huaorani terri tory. For further information contact

CONFENIAE at the above address.
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RAINFOREST DESTRUCTION

AND U.S. FARM POLICY

Lasting solutions to the problem ofworldwiderainforest

destruction will require more than rhetoric and promises.

It will take a deep and careful examination of root causes

and motivations, including a hard look at the economic

dynamics and power relationships which have resisted all

reform efforts thus far.

The U.S. government deliberately drives world

commodity prices down, causing a tremendous increase in

the debt of commodity exporting Third World nations, as

their income from these exports falls. In a desperate

attempt to service this debt, millions of acres ofrainforests

are destroyed to boost agricultural and hardwood exports.

U.S. FARM POLICIES SET PRICES
BELOW THE COST OF PRODUCTION.

Current U.S. agricultural policy, as established by
Congress and the U.S.D.A, is designed to benefit the

largest food processors, meatpackers, and export

corporations, at the expense of the farmer, consumer and
taxpayer. The central feature of current policy is a system

of price control mechanisms which allow the exporting

and food processing corporations (U.S. and non-U. S.) to

purchase U.S. grown commodities for only 1/2 to 2/3 of

what it costs the farmers togrow them.A portion ofthe loss

suffered by farmers is then covered by a government
check, called a "deficiency" payment. The rest of the loss

must be absorbed by farmers, rural businesses, the

environment, and ultimately, future generations.

'THE DEADLY CONNECTION'
from an article by Jim Hare andMark

Ritchie

U.S. FARM PRICES SET
THE WORLD PRICE

Because the U.S. dominates world corn, soya, and

wheatexports, the internal U.S. price effectively establishes

the world price. During the lastdecade, the average market

share controlled by the U.S. has been roughly 60% in corn,

70% in soybeans, and 40% in wheat. By comparison,

OPEC normally controls around 38% of the world's

petroleum shipments. Asaresultofthis marketdominance,

policies to lower the internal price of U.S. grain have

resulted in lower world commodity prices.
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LOW WORLD PRICES PUSH
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
FURTHER INTO DEBT

Forcing down world prices by die U.S. often results in

significantly reduced foreign earnings for Third World
exporters of agricultural commodities, such as Brazil,

Argentina, and Thailand. This both creates and makes
worse the problem of unrepayable Third World debt. First

of all, many of the original World Bank and other

commercial bank loans were made for large scale export-

oriented agricultural development projects based on the

expectation that world prices would bo higher than those

set by the U.S. in the 1980's.

At first, some of the countries attempted to further

increase their production and exports, in hopes ofmaking

up in volume for the lower prices. Some borrowed more
money to developeven larger projects. B ut itwas impossible

to repay these loans with world prices continually falling.

In fact, the additional expansion eventually had a

"boomerang" effect, as the larger volume ofexports drove

world prices even lower.

The negative impact of U.S. policy on Third World
exporting countries is not an accident. For some policy

makers closely identified with the multinational grain

trading corporations, it is a conscious objective. For
example, Senator Rudy Boschwitz, a close ally of the

Cargill grain corporation, argues tirelessly for setting

prices low enough to drive other countries out of business.



LOW PRICES INCREASE THE
PRESSURE ON THE RAINFOREST

U.S. policies whichcreate low world prices dramatically

increase the pressure on the rainforests in at least 3 ways.

First, countries trying to increase production in hopes of

making up for lower prices often slash and burn additional

forest lands to create more pasture and arable cropland.

Governments also attempt to expand the available acreage

for export by seizing land that is being farmed by peasants,

whose only option is often to move into the rainforest and

to clear parcels largeenough togrow food for their families.

Secondly, declining revenues from agricultural exports

lead some countries to decide to try to increase their

shipments of hardwoods or other forest products,

The third way that low prices increase rainforest

destruction is that these heavily subsidized prices have

lead some governments to greatly increase their food

imports. As cheap grains flood into local markets, many of

the farmers in these countries are unable to compete

against these imports and many ofthem are unable to keep

up the payments for their land or other debts and are forced

into the rainforest to find enough land to grow food for

their families.

In addition, as imports of these heavily subsidized

foodstuffs increase, the outflow of foreign exchange

earnings must also increase in order to pay for them.

Whenever local products are replaced by imports, (here

must be a corresponding increase in exports of cash crops,

hardwoods, or some other product to pay for the increase

in food imports. Too often it is the rainforest that suffers.

Gentlemen:

It was a pleasant surprise tofind in issue noJ3 of

July 1989, two very useful and stimulating

clarifications, both linked with the tropical rainforests,

namely the article by George Marshall (p.8-9) and the

statement labelled as a draft for discussion by Prof L.

J. Webb, on sustainable yields (p.20). I would like to

take the liberty to comment on both, hoping that maybe

these could be published.

Sincerely,

Gerardo Budowski

Director, Natural Resources,

Universityfor Peace,

Apardato 199,

Escazu, Costa Rica.

WHAT CAN BE DONE
Fortunately, pressure is building to transform U.S.

policy in ways to dramatically reduce the pressure on our

tropical forests.

One alternative supported by progressive farm

organizations and a large percentage of farmers, would

require the U.S. government to set minimum commodity

prices at levels roughly equal to the U.S. cost ofproduction.

The higher prices would be linked with an effective supply

managementprogram to minimize shortages and surpluses.

This is especially important to prevent price depressing

surpluses from being dumped onto world markets, and to

prevent the kind of shortages that create skyrocketing

prices. Such a system would dramatically raise world

commodity prices, providing a economic boost to all

agriculturally based economies. The increased income for

commodity exporting tropical nations could provide mem
with the economic capacity to respond in a positive way to

international calls for an end to the destruction of the

rainforests.

Thefull texts ofProf. Budowski' s responses to the two

articles he mentions are to be found in this issue if the

World Rainforest Report, - Editor.

Received your latest RIC newsletter and read of the

work with the Awa indians (we ran a reprint in Aug J989

issue) and of reafforestation projects in Tamil Nadu. We
have about $500 from a self-imposed tree-tax on

subscriptions to thePC activist and would like to donate it

to one ofthesn groups for both). In returnfor the donation

we'd like a 1-page letter or write up of some sort to

describe how the money is being spent, and a follow up

letterayear later. There were no addresses listedfor either

group. Can you let us know how to contact these

organisations? thankyou,

Editor and publisher,

The Permaculture Activist

P.O. Box 101

Davis, CA 95617 USA
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Rainforests, Reafforestation and the Greenhouse Effect

By Gerardo Budowski

There is no doubt that deforestation is presently

considered asan important source ofC02 in theatmosphere,

as well as other important greenhouse gases, particularly

when the trees arc burnt, the amount usually given adds up

to about 20% of the C02 released. It is also clear that

reforestation by forcstplantation cannot compensate present

C02 emissions by trapping C02 - a fashionable word in

recent literature is " sequestrating" since eventually ihc

C02 is again released - while the trees are growing and

before they are harvested or reach a balance between

photosynthetic activities and respiration plus

decomposition. Admittedly if the wood is used for durable

constructions, the sequestration of C02 may last longer.

The C02 argumen t howevermay be used for mi ligation

purposes,

1 . Reforesiation on land that was cleared some lime ago

- not of course to replace natural forest - can contribute

to relieve the pressure on primary forests. Another

argument for reforesiation often used is to compensate

for C02 emissions from new power plants as was

recently the case in Guatemala, where a SUS 20 mill,

project for reforestation, agroforestry and fire control

was approved on the basis that an amount of carbon will

be sequestered into the trees, equivalent to a new 180

megawatt plant that will consume 387,000 tons of

carbon annually, the project, as conceived, will involve

the planting of 12,800 ha of woodlots, 40,600 of

agroforestry combinations while 19200 ha of natural

forest would be carefully protected against recurrent

fires. Calculations are made for a 40 year period and

involve 40,000 smallholder farmers. Details on the

project have been published but I know of at least 2

other projects that use the carbon fixation (sequestration)

motivation to justify reforestation and protection of

natural forest in their search for funding. (Trcxler etal,

1989).

Since there is much discussion at present to compensate

tropical countries fornot allowing further destruction of

rainforest as providing substantial subsidies (or

incentives) for reforestation of degraded non forested

land, the carbon sequestration argument comes as a

handy additionaljustification to mitigate present trends,

2, More carbon can also be fixed by simply letting

already deforested areas return to secondary forests -

and eventually mature forests ,
particularly if such areas

are marginal for sustainable agriculture. Examples are

measures involving fire control and keeping grazing

animals out - the two measures should usually go

together since grazing and burning of pastures arc

frequently linked. It should not be forgotten that while

rainforests with high annual precipitation very rarely

are able to burn, if at all, derived grasslands need only

a few weeks of dry w&ther to be liable to burn;

admittedly succession from abandoned grassland to

secondary forests usually passes through a period when
fire hazard may increase during the first few years

because of fuel accumulation. Eventually however, if

natural succession is allowed to take place, the fire

hazard is reduced by increased moisture close to the

ground, and the resulting secondary forest will be

closely similar to the primary forest for the amount of

carbon found in the biomass as well as its resistance to

fire.

Ultimately of course, George Marshall is right when he

points out that neither reafforestation by planting trees nor

allowing secondary forest succession to proceed on land

prcsenUy cleared of forest should be considered as valid

compensation for the present emission of C02, the latter

derived mostly by burning fossil fuels in industrialised

countries. Clearly the areas that need to be covered by trees

would be too large to make it a practical investment and

once the full biomass is reached, no further significant

increase of carbon fixation can be expected while current

C02 emissions into the atmosphere are likely to continue

or even increase. The only viable alternatives are various

ways to reduce C02 emissions by promoting increases in

energy efficiency, decreasing dependency on fossil fuels

and promoting non polluting energy alternatives,

All these solutions are possible but require changes in

our lifestyles. They may be expensive of course, but it will

be cheapcompared with the cost of doing nothing, with all

its consequences of climatic changes, melting of polar

caps, extinction of species and so on, many of which will

increase geometrically with time.

In summary, the arguments advanced towards

reforesiation will only mitigate C02 emissions. But they

arc also bound lo favour a better understanding of the

world balance of greenhouse gases and make it clear that

drastic measures are warranted to reduce the Forthcoming

global warming and its disastrous consequences.



Sustainable Yields in

Tropical Forests
By Gerardo Budowski

Director, Natural Resources

University for Peace , Costa Rica

Prof, Len Webb concludes his argumentation that the

preservation of the total tropical rainforest region is in

principle non-negotiable, I would concur but with' two

important exceptions involving (a) certain types of

secondary forests and (b) certain swamp forests or others

where one or a few commercial dominate the stand, Both

eases cover important areas throughout the tropics - in fact

secondary forests are expanding in some countries but arc

much less important than the heterogeneous forests when

it comes to preserving biological diversity. Secondary

forests with a sizeable regeneration of commercial species

lend themselves particularly well tosilvicultural treatments,

particularly in the early stages by judiciously eliminating

worthless species and refining the forest to leave only the

most desirable species that usually happen to be fast

growing, light demanding and profusely seeding, Some

successful experiences over 25 years already exist in Costa

Rica (Budowski, 1988).

Some of the commercial forests in West Africa may
also fall in this category although they may be older, yet

still secondary; Many of the secondary forests arc derived

from the clearing of the highly heterogeneous primary

forests where the rule is that 100 or more species per

hectare - in tropical America - arc commonly found and

which are of course very important for their biodiversity.

In the Amazon region alone, probably several tens of

millions of hectares are presently reverting back to forests

after a period of 1 - 3 years of cropping, followed by

grazing which proved to be non-sustainable. Management

for sustainable yields is relatively easy and since these

forests are often located on relatively accessible sites,

there is usually a good market for many of the species.

Since the price of limber is likely to increase considerably

because of forthcoming shortages, this seems to be a good

alternative and another way of relieving the pressureon the

primary rainforests.

Biologically, of course, these forests do not have the

species richness and the multitude of interactions of the

primary forests. Incentives to promote better management

practices would undoubtedly accelerate the transition

towards better and more sustainable exploitation schemes,

One may ask why such a move towards management of

secondary forests has not been brought forth before. H has

and I remember that Prof, L.R. HoSdridge (1955) wrote a

paper as early as the 4th World Forestry Congress based on

CostaRican experiences while Dr. F. Wadsworth in Puerto

Rico has written extensively on the same subject. There are

certainly others. One should not forget that as long as very

cheap large sized logs can be secured from primary

rainforests, it is not easy to promote silvieultural practices

that undoubtedly increase production costs. In other cases,

the clearing of the secondary forest for food crops or

grasses, even if non-sustainable, may be a more attractive

short-term alternative to local residents, since there is the

additional benefit of demonstrating land possession. In

Western Columbia, "Cartones dc Columbia", a large wood
based industry had established a silvieultural ly successful

scheme to harvest pole sized species used for pulp and

paper but poaching of the trees by local poor people proved

to be loo difficult to control. A third reason may be the lack

of sufficient demonstration plots, added to the lack of

knowledge to identify seedlings and saplings of valuable

species that regenerate naturally in the forest. Present legal

aspects concerning property of forests rarely favour rthe

promotion of silvieultural treatments to favour sustainable

yields. Rather the opposite is the case. The whole subject

is insufficiently taught in forestry schools, particularly in

Latin America.

Concerning swamp forests or other stands where a few

commercial species dominate the stand, there is no doubt

that simple silvieultural treatments would allow sustainable

yields like i t has been shown with a number ofspecies from
the genera Priora, Carapa, Virola, Dialianthera and

Osteophloem, to cite only some of the most common
commercial swamp species in tropical America.

Again present experiences reveal that the problems for

sustainable management are not biological but economic

and social. TJfaere are no incentives to promote long term

investments while other land uses including drainage

schemes aire often encouraged and may be economically

very attractive, regardless as to whether they are sustainable.

Again, demonstration plots and appropriate incentives are

lacking to promote sustainable management as a valid

alternative.

Then, of course there is the possibility to manage the

heterogeneous forest not for timber but the so called

"minor" products, A recent paper by Ghillean Prance

(1989) shows that this is more profitable than timber

production and much more profitable than conversion to

grasslands, and it is clearly sustainable. In summary, there

appear to be cases where sustainable management can be

promoted in certain types of tropical rainforests. They
correspond to secondary forests on accessible sites and

relatively rich in commercial species as well as to stands

dominated by valuable species such as found underswampy
conditions. The problem here is not biological feasibility

to achieve sustainable yields but rather certain economic

and social factors. As long as harvesting timber through

high-grading ofthe primary forest is economically attractive

and legally authorised, there is a strong impediment to

investing in long term silvieultural operations. Remedies,

such as increasing the value of standing timber, presently

ridiculously cheap in many tropical countries, orpromoting

incentives for long term investments are urgently needed.

Altogether, I would endorse the statement by Prof.

Webb that tropical primary heterogeneous rainforests are

not negotiable and should be preserved, at least with our

present state of knowledge. Tropical foresters should

make the preservation of these rainforests a "leitmotif*, a

justification oftheir careers, there is too much at stakeifwe
lose them. This attitude plus a series of economic and

social incenti ves to promote sustainable harvesting from

secondary forests or from certain types of natural forests

where special soil and drainage conditions favour the

dominance of a few commercial species should help

considerably to have increasingly larger forested areas

managed on the principle of sustainable yields.
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The Ybiomam
BRAZILIAN

GOVERNMENT
GIVES FOREST
LAND TO GOLD

MINERS

The government has given gold miners 1,6 million

acres of land claimed by Yanomami Indians in exchange

for the, prospectors' promise to leave a Yanomami
reservation that has been mined illegally for years.

The agreement, announced Tuesday nightand criticized

by environmentalists, does not guarantee the miners will

stay off the reservation, although it ended a tense standoff

between thousands ofprospectors and governmentofficials

underpressure to preserve the mineral-rich Indian land.

Under the deal, the government called off efforts to

remove an estimated 40,000 miners from the reservation

by force. The prospectors agreed to surrender their guns

and move from the reservation onto 1.6 million acres of

mostly virgin forest bordering it The Yanomamis, one of

the world's largest primitive tribes, also claim this land,

but the government has declared it national forest,

The Yanomami tribe once claimed 23 million acres in

Brazil's remote western Amazon territory , near the border

with Venezuela, Over the years, the government whittled

the Indians' property down to 5 million acres, declaring the

remainder national parks and forests. An illegal gold rush

began in 1987 after studies indicated a wealth of gold, tin,

bauxite, and diamonds on Yanomami land.

Environmentalists say the invasion devastated the peaceful

tribal life of the approximately 9,000 Yanomamis.
Prospectors destroyed rain forest, spread disease and

polluted rivers with mercury, used in panning for gold.

"Because of the presence ofm iners , many Indians have

malaria, tuberculosis and venereal diseases. There also is

a lot of malnutrition, because fish and game have

disappeared from some areas," said Col. Airton Alcantara

Gomes, the No. 2 official at the National Indian Office.

Olimpio Serra, president of the Virgin Forest

Foundation ecology group, said the latest decision was a

defeat for the Indiansand will not solve the problem of rain

forest destruction.

"We should find a sblulion that gives prospectors

access to other ore deposits. Further oppressing die weak

is an unacceptable decision," said Serra.

"Indians don't vole. This absurdity explains in large

part what's going on in Roraima," the newspaper Folha de

Sao Paulo said,

International outrage over the destruction ofYanomam i

land forced the government to begin trying to remove the

miners, who vowed to resist such efforts.
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The S4 million expulsion operation began Monday,
when federal police with submachine guns occupied the

airport in Boa Vista, the capital of Roraima and the main
supply point for the miners. Other police teams closed dirt

air strips and seized supplies and fuel destined for the

prospectors.

State prosecutor Osvaldo Jose Barbosa Filho plans to

request today (Monday) that the federal court in Brasilia

summon the minister of the air force to explain why the

requirement of the20 October 1989 federal court ruling to

close all illicit landing strips in the Yanomami region has

not yet been properly carried out. Brazil's national space

research laboratory in Sao Paulo has identified more than

100 such airstrips from satellite images.

A senior Public Prosecutor, Mr, Eugenic Araujo, has
accused the federal police chiefof disobeying a court order

to remove the prospectors. The order required him to

explain his actions on pain of imprisonment. "The federal

police chief's job was to remove the prospectors, not sit

down and negotiate with them." said the Public Prosecutor.

Another Public Prosecutor, Mr. Carlos Vittor Muzzi,
said that if the prospectors were transferred to the national

forest area, he would demand the arrest of the National

Indian Bureau, the Airforce Minister and the Federal

Police Chief for disobeying court orders to expel the

prospectors and close down airstrips.

The head of the Environmental agency, Mr. Fernando
Cesar Mcsquita, said the prospectors had devastated the

rainforest in the Yanomami area. "It's not just the

contamination with mercury that is bad for the

environment." he added. "They work with dredgers and
destroy the river banks, pulling down trees along them. If

they are transferred to other areas it will be just as much of

a disaster because the prospectors leave a trail ofdestruction

wherever they go."

Sources;CEDl
f
CCPY

t Associated Press, The

Guardian{21-l-90)



ffew Guinea
UPDATE OF THE NEW GUINEA
CAMPAIGN JANUARY 1990

FIELD WORK
I've just returned from 7 weeks in PNG and a week in

the Solomons. I'll be writing 2 fat reports on my findings;

one on rainforest destruction in PNG, and one on

conservation in PNG. Copies will be available;e on request

{plus S5 donation for copying and postage)

Also in PNG were Brendan Condan from Melbourne

RAG, and James Grey of the Victoria BWIU. There

findings will also be available, and they are now using their

experiences to persuade the unions to have a total tropical

timber ban in Victoria.

These reports will be summarised in the next WRR.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA:
There were a number of exciting development in PNG.

Firsdy PNG NGO's have, for the first time, come together

RIC have helped the Wau Ecology Institute in PNG
fund a butterfly farming project, and has obtained first year

funding of $30,000 for the 3 year project. The Butterfly

Farm will help to raise income for the Wau Ecology

Institute, will help in the conserva lion of rare and

endangered butterflies, in particular theGo liath Birdwing,

and will provide a working model farm for local people

and landowners from aroundPNG to be trained in Butterfly

raising as a development option to logging.

The Tropical Forest Action Plan forPNG has now been

prepared, and there will be a donors* meeting in Port

Moresby in April which we are intending to attend. As
mentioned in WRR 14, the plan is to donate US$75 million

over 5 years for conservation areas, Unfortunately , the

plan is being coordinated by theWorld bank and shows the

typical World Bank trademarks; no consultation with

traditional landowners, an approach centered on central

govern ment, excessive and insensitive budgeting, and a

failure to consider the bestways ofachieving the objective.

This funding is also unfortunately tied in with a great deal

of the usual tripe about "sustainable yield management".

More details in WRR 16.

MAMBERAMO FOREST PRODUCTS
Since the last WRR, when we announced that an

Australian company, Asmus McLeans were applying for

the 600,000ha, Mamberarno timber concession in Irian

Jaya, we have received a lot ofattention for the campaign.

Articles have been popping up all over, even as far away
as in the Los Angeles Times. Most recently we got a front

page story, leading into a full page feature in the Western

Australian.

PerthRAG are planning actions directed at the company,

and the Department of Corporate Affairs in Perth are

considering taking legal action against the company for

producing a prospectus without being registered. The
company claims that it is regis tered in HongJCong, and this

is being looked into.

It is now strongly rumoured in Western Australia and
Perth that things are getting too hot, and the company is

thinking of pull ing out. We' ll have to speed them on their

way!
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OK TEDI MINING COMPANY
There have been protests all over Australia directed

against Westpac's role in the Ok Tedi mine, as described

elsewhere in this edition. It is planned to gear up to a major

campaign as soon as possible. Most people in PNG want it

closed down, and I believe that it can be done through a co-

ordinated Australian and PNG campaign,

SCOTT PAPER
As mentioned in the WRR 14, the pulling out of Scott

is not grounds for much celebration, PT Astra, the partners

in the project are now planning to go on alone, Barry

Kotek t the Scott executive working on the project is now
working for PT Astra instead. Astra have recendy been

reported to be looking in Japan for new partners and it is

understood that Kimberley -Clark , anotherhuge American

paper multi-national, have been approached,

NEWS
We arenow looking into anumberofnew developments:

1) claims that the ANZ Bank is clearfelling in

Madang Province, PNG for recovery of bad

debts to the now defunct "Madang Timbers

Ltd,"

2) large new Umber concessions of around 500,000

ha, each in East Scpik Province and Madang
Province, PNG.

3) abuses of local people, environmental disaster,

and high grade illegalities ofCRA in the Porgera

gold project, Central Prov ince, PNG,

4) co-operation withPNG NGO's for a moratorium

on all logging in PNG until there is major

restructuring and prosecution of company
criminals.

5) a plan funded by the FAO to introduce South

American fish species into the Sepik River.



COSTA RICA:
WORLD PEACE
UNIVERSITY
RAINFOREST
PRESERVATION
PROJECT

The goal of this project is to protect by empowering
private ownership wherever possible, and aiding in the

creation of both public and private land trusts. Present

efforts are being concentrated on Costa Rica. Denis Glick,

ofWorld Wildlife Fund has said: "Costa Rica biologically

is extremely important. It has more species of birds than all

of North America and it's one third the size of Ohio.

Biologically, its one of the most important countries in the

world."

Tax deductible contributions wilt purchase rainforest

and provide for its management Contributors will

receive a certificate with the location oftheir purchase*
A $15 donation will buy an eighth of an acre. A $500
donation will buy 10 acres. Contact address: World
Peace University, P.O. Box 10869, Eugene, OR 97440,
USA.

BEEF AND
RAINFOREST

The U.S. based Rainforest Action Network, after
largetting specific companies like Burger King that
imported Central American rainforest beef, hasnowbegun
campaigning to have labelling laws instituted in the US.
This would enable the 120 million pounds of Central
American beef still imported into the US each year to be
traced and its purchasers identified.

ounciu

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Please write to

Clayton Yeutter Secretary for Agriculture, US
Dept of Agriculture, 14th St and Independence
Ave. S.W., Washington D.C 20250 USA to express
support for a ban on beef imports from Central
America and a labelling law that includes both the
bioregion type and the country of origin.

INDONESIA:
ENVIROS SUE
GOVERNMENT
WAHLI, the Indonesian Environment Forum, has

become the first organisation to sue the Indonesian
Government for failing to protect the environment, reports
"Panoscope" magazine. WAHLI accuses the government
of selling 79% of the Sumatran Sibatloting forest to a
private company without conducting the environmental
checks required by law.
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BELIZE:
COMMUNITY
BABOON
SANCTUARY

Belize is a small Central American country bordering
on Mexicoand G uatemala. "Baboon'* is the Belizean name
for the black howler monkey.

The Community Baboon Sanctuary (CBS), established

in 1985, co-ordinates eightvillages and over 100 landowners
in themanagement of their lands to protccthowler monkeys
and other wildlife.

The CBS also generates employment and tourism.

These monkeys feed directly into the pockets of the local

economy and into the pockets of the people protecting the

land. The project has gained international attention as an
innovative model for grass-roots conservation, people in

Guatemala, Mexico and the USA are already working on
plans to use the CBS model in their own areas. "More Than
a dream come true, much more than a place to save a few
monkeys...This community project has ricocheted all

around the world, as a model that doesn't preach distance

between man and conservation but sees conservation of
theenvironmcntand wildlife for whatit ia-theconservation
of mankind itself." - Hon, Dean Undo, Minister for

Agriculture and Fisheries, Belize.

This project has been operating very successfully on
year to year grants, but urgently needs funds to ensure its

Jong term survival. If you would like to contribute to this

project,write to: Howlers Forever, C/o Dr. Rob Horwich,
RD 1, Box 96 Gays Mills, WI54631.

TORRES STRAIT:
OK TEDI FLOW-ON

The Torres Strait Islanders Co-ordinating Council
recently announced that it had won the right to be
represented on the Australian/Papua New Guinea
committee that is supposed to monitor environmental
matters affecting the Torres Strait.

This only came about after a rigorous fight to make the

Australian Government recognise the seriousness of the

threat posed to the Islander's fishing-based existence by
effluent, originating at the OkTedi Mine, spilling from the

mouth of the Fly River into the Torres Strait.(see article on
Westpac protest in this issue)

Earlier, the chairperson of the Island Co-ordinating

Council, Mr. Getano Lui had told the press, "The oceans
are a lifeline for Torres Strait Islanders and this situation

could destroy the 20 communities in the island region."

(source:Cairns Post, Nov. 10, 1989)

The struggle for represcntaion included a boycott of
monitoring functions carried out by Tomes Strait Island

communities on Australia's only international border with
Papua New Guinea, (source: press release ofthe Island Co-
ordinating Council, Torres Strait 13.12.89)

REPORT COMPILED BY TIM WHITE 132.90



COSTA RICA:
DEFORESTATION
Nov 20, 1989

Following is a translation of a call for help from

APRAPSUR, an association of small farmers on the Osa

Peninsulaon the southern Pacific Coast ofCosta Rica. The
area is being rapidly deforested and poisoned by lumber

interests, farmers, cattle ranchers and gold miners. The

small farmers ofAPRAPSUR have decided to put a halt to

the destruction of iheir zone. In doing this, they arc fighting

against powerful economic and political interests. They

need your help,

From: Asociacion de Productores Agropecuarios del

Pacifico Sur (APRAPSUR)

To: All persons and institutions dedicated to ecology.

Our organization
t
initially constitutedfor the economic

and social development of the Osa Peninsula, places the

highest value on the protection of the ecosystem. We call

all individuals and organizations ofthe world to help us in

our struggle to save the ecosystem of our region.

In the Peninsula de Osa and in the GolfoDuke ofCosta

Rica, the ecology is unique in the world due to the existence

ofrare species ofanimalsandfor the characteristics ofthe

Golfo Dulce. Theforest consists ofalmost50,000 hectares

delicately tied to the ecosystem of the of zone*

Over the years, large-scale ricefarmers have moved in

and have begun, using means of production, like aerial

spraying that have severely damaged and exterminated

marine and terrestrial species. If this situation is not

denounced and ifwe don t work to defend life in this part

ofthe world, this region is in danger ofbeen sacrificed by

the unscrupulous corporations that we have mentioned.

What is more, the rice plantations are spraying chemicals

that contain toxic substancesforbidden in many parts of

the world. Among these chemical products i$DOW2-4-D.

We make this callfor the purpose ofinviting you tojoin

in thisfight f When you visit Costa Rica, come to see our

situationfirst hand. We are sure that thenyou will see that

our struggle is ofimportance to allhuman kind. Ifyou can't

visit us, write or call .

We can receive electronic mail in English or Spanish

through pn.avirhoney. Our address in Costa Rica is:

Puerto Jimenez, Golfito, 200 mtrs. north de Oficinas

del Ministerio de Agricultura.

Telefone: (506) 78-50-32

BRITAIN:
MAGGIE'S
AMAZON WOOD

Margaret Thatcher's recent claim to "greenness" has

been undone by the British press, "Despite the Prime
Minister's call for an end to the destruction of the Amazon
rainforest " the SundayTimes reports/'Brazilian mahogany
will be used in the refurbishment of reception rooms at 10

Downing Street/' According to the Times, the purchases

for the White and Blue Room were
4

'personally ordered by
the Prime Minister/
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THAILAND:
PM'sAIDEIN
LOGGING
SCANDAL

Senator Kitti Damnerncharnwanit was forced to resign

this week from his position as senior economic advisor to

the prime minister after police caught hundreds of

employees ofhis timbercompany clearing valuable tropical

timber inside a national park despite a total ban on logging

imposed to save Thailand's last remaining tropical forest.

Police formally charged the senator with forest

encroachment. This is the firsttime a seniorThai politician's

logging activities have been publicly challenged.

Four decades of logging have reduced Thailand's

tropical forest cover from 65% to about 17% causing

flooding and droughts in denuded areas and the loss of a

number of rare tropical forest animals such as elephants,

deer and rhinoceroses-

Facing the prospect of a nation without any trees by the

year 2000, the Chatichai government imposed a total ban

on logging late last year, (sec WRR's 1 1 and 12).



INDONESIA:
FORE !

An Indonesian company, P.T. Bandung Asri Mulya

(BAM) , is believed tobe building a golfcourse at Rarahan t

Cibodas on farmland belonging to 287 farmers. The land

is also the buffer

o73 zone ofthe Gunung GedePangrango National Park

which harbours the last highland tropical forest in Java.

Skephi, the Indonesian environmental group, is

campaigning, worldwide to save the land. A boycott of

Indonesia as a tourist destination is being organised and

international figures such as Prince Philip and Prince

Bernhard arc being approached for assistance.

NEW ZEALAND:
WOODCHIPPING
RAINFORESTS.

While countries as poor as Thailand have banned the

logging of their rainforest, New Zealand continues to

plunder its remaining beech forest in the South Island for

woodchips. The Newmans Group, Ltd., P.O. Box 1096,

Auckland, is responsible*

WHAT YOU CAN DO:

Write to the above company and send a copy of

your letter to

JATAN, C/o Nigel Hooper,

A 1-4 Koko Apato, 8-35

Shirahama-machi, Minamata-shi 867. Japan.

Tel (0966) 622-009*

FIJI:

OPPOSITION TO
LOGGERS GROWS

7 February, 1990, Sydney. Fiji Independent News

Service.

Fiji Forest Industries (FFI), an Australian timber

processor heavily subsidised by Australian Government

aid, has encountered strong opposition to its logging

operations by traditional Fijian landowners despite having

total support from the Fijian regime. AtGaloa inSerua four

landowning mataqalis set up roadblocks before Christmas

which halted all operations and prevented equipment

entering the Naboutini forests. The landowners claimed

that thecompany had breached an agreement which allowed

landowners to use the road for their own commercial

operations,

OffVanuaLevu Fijian islanders from Mali and Vorovoro

havecommenced proceedings for 560,000 damages caused

by the destruction of fishing grounds by chemically treated

FFI logs released into the sea.

The density of the logs has forced villagers to fish much

further afield and this has required the purchase or extra

use of outboard engines. The villagers are also claiming

that the chemical in the logs has affected marine life.

PHILIPPINES:
LOG BAN DEBATES
CONTINUE WHILE
THE FORESTS
DISAPPEAR

President Corazon Aquino on the occasion of last

year's World Environment Week, referred to the

Philippines* massive forest denudation as a "threat that

affects us more profoundly than any political, economic or

social displacement possible. It can spell the fall of the

nation and the misery of future generations,"

The Philippines has 1 million hectares of its original 16

million hectares of rainforest. At the current rate of

destruction, there will be no rainforest left in the Phi lippines

in 12 years. Meanwhile th£ logging goes on and policy

makers debate whether it should be banned.

Source:Baniayan Environment Alert >
published by the

Cordillera Environmental Concerns Committee, The

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Write letters to: Minister Emil Salim, Ministry of

the Environment and Population, Jalan Medan
Merdeka Barat no, 15, Lantai III, Jakarta Pusat,

Indonesia*

Governor of West Java, Kantor Gubernor Jawa
Barat, Jalan Braga 137, Bandung, Jawa Barat,

Indonesia.

Mr, Soesito Soedarman, Minister of tourism,

Departemen Parawisata, Pos dan Telekomunikasi,

JLKebun Sir i no. 36,Jakarta Pusat10 110, Indonesia.

As well as to the press:

Emron Pangkapi, Media Indonesia,JL Gondangdia

Lama no* 46, Jakarta 10350, Indonesia* (fax 324

501) Thoman Hutasoit, Suara Pembaruan, Jalan

Dewi Sartika I36D, Jakarta 13630, Indonesia (fax

8091652)

Editor, The Jakarta Post, JL Palmerah Selatan 15,

Jakarta 10270, Indonesia (fax 5492885)

Editor,Kampas,JL Palmerah Selatan 2628, Jakarta

10270, Indonesia, (fax 5486085) For further

information contact SKEPHI, JL Tebet Dalam I G
no,35, Jakarta 12810.—Nilo Diniz/APEDEMA



"Get ready for actions in the Federal Election run-

up, Actions in the forest, actions in the cities and towns,

publicity, leafletting, lobbying and awareness-raising

in cities and towns. VOTE FOR THE FORESTS, And
don't wait till polling day! Write us for more info. Send

us a phone number where we can contact you,"

The Forests,

The Election, &
Your Action

a messagefrom John Seed & Sid Walker
There's a move under way to raise the future of our

forests to the top of the national agenda in the run-up to the

forthcoming Federal election.

We'll be calling, among other things, for:

* IMMEDIATE AND FULL
PROTECTION FOR ALL
AUSTRALIAN RAINFORESTS

* IMMEDIATE AND FULL
PROTECTION FOR ALL
AUSTRALIAN OLD-GROWTH
(ANCIENT) FORESTS

* AN END TO EXPORT
WOODCHIPPING. NO LARGE-
SCALE KRAFT PULPMILLS

* A BAN ON THE IMPORT OF
RAINFOREST TIMBERS INTO
THIS COUNTRY

With policies such as these, Australia could assume the

lead in a critical phase in the struggle to save the world's

environment. Our achievements in forest conservation

could help inspire the rest of the world.

Unfortunately, many people - including many

conservationists - have been persuaded that major changes

can only occur after a long period of time. They claim it is

notrealistic to ask for rapid, comprehensivechange Instead,

their emphasis is on modest, piecemeal gains.

Inmy view , th is type ofcautious approachisincreasingly
part of the problem. It fails to recognise the enormous leaps

in public concern and awareness which have taken place in

the last year or so. It is also a dental of the urgency of the

global forest crisis.

A recent nationwide poll titled 'Study ofCommunity
Attitudes Towards the Environment and the

Implications for Commerce and Industry" found that

over 90% of Australians respond affirmatively to the

proposition: "everything that possibly can be done to

protect the environment should be done". This is an
even higher figure than has been measured in similar

surveys in the U.K. and U.S.A. It suggests that the

Australian public would support decisive action over

environmental protection.

It is not surprising that the community is deeply anxious

and wants to take rapid, positive steps away from the

ecological devastation of the past and present.

Dr. Mustaffa Tolba, Director-General of the United

Nations Environment Programme warned in his

introduction to the World Conservation Strategy that,

unless nations change their course with respect to the

protection of the environment: "we face by the turn of the

century, an environmental catastrophe as complete, as

irreversible, as any nuclear holocaust".

Foremost Canadian ecologist David Suzuki warned
at the Stein Festival in British Columbia three months
ago that we have less than ten years before the

destruction of the earth's life support systems reaches

the point of no return. That is, we have only that

amount of time to turn around the tremendous
momentum of destruction w hich has the world by the

throat.

University of California Biology professor Raymond
Dasmann has said that "The Third World War has begun.

It is being waged against the Earth."
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Clearly under these circumstances, modest reforms and
compromises are quite inadequate. The very biological

fabric of life is being torn to shreds with each day that

passes. We are the last human generation that will be able
to do anything about it. If we refuse to face this enormous
challenge, neither our children nor any future generation
will be in a position to do so. So the days of 'business as

usual* are over: each of us must develop an overriding
concern for the earth that transcends our previous loyalties

and priorities.

What is at stake here is not merely the sovereignty of a
tribe ora country ora religion or a philosophy (andwe have
willingly died by the millions in recent decades in defense
ofsuch briefand illusoryphantoms).Four thousand million
years of evolution are threatened as our scorched Earth
policies threaten to destroy the ability of this planet to

support complex life - including large mammals such as

ourselves.

Humanity must undergo a total revolution in

consciousness, values and institutions. The priorities of
our society and all societies.must be re-ordered. We have
no choice but tojoin together in a last-ditch attempt to save
the earth,

Australia is well placed to lead the world in the massive
social changes which effective environmental policies

require.

Paradoxically, the greatest obstacle may be the

Australian environment movement itself, if it continues to

angle for compromises and fails to propose and articulate

radical policies which can be implemented rapidly under

these new conditions of heightened public support,

A number of us who have been active in Australian

forest campaigns for several years have concluded that it

is time for a new initiative on the forests. In the first

instance, we intend to use the Federal election as a forum

for debate over forest issues - and as a vehicle for a real

change of direction.

My friends Sid Walker, Peter Herbst and Dailan Pugh
have taken some steps towards developing a comprehensive

set ofproposals for the forest and forest products industry,

I endorse their aspiration that the industry may be guided

towards ecological sustainability and away from a collision

course with the environment movement. Once finalised,

we intend to promote these proposals during the election

campaign - to raise the quality of debate over forest issues

and to prod politicians and political parties into improving

their policies on the forests. Please help us by sending your

comments promptly.

On the action front, we envisage protests in defence of

theatened rainforests and old-growth forests, to help create

the situation we had with the 1983 elections where the

Franklin put environmental concern into the centre stage

of politics where it belongs.

Protection of native forests is a major - if not the major

environmental issue of our time. The conservation

movement must ride the positive wave of public opinion

and not squander the opportunity offered by these elections

to convert concern for the forests into genuine protection

of the forests.

For the forests, John Seed.

90% OF
AUSTRALIANS
BELIEVE THAT
"EVERYTHING
POSSIBLE SHOULD
BE DONE TO
PROTECT THE
ENVIRONMENT"

Australian Forest Action Network 7

, GPO Box
1875, Canberra 2601 tel 0621489243 or 066!
218505 ;fax 062/485343 January 26th 1990

Friends,

We are writing to tell you about a new initiative in the

campaign to conserve Australia's native forests.

In short, we propose establishing a grass-roots network
of forest activists throughout the continent to promote a
comprehensive, Australia-wide resolution of the

controversy over the future ofour forests - and to use the

next Federal election as a vehicle for achieving this goal.

Many groups throughout the country are already committed
to staging peaceful direct actions in threatened old-growth
forests and rainforests over the coming months and these

actions could support and help promote the proposed
initiative.

We believe that the current campaign to conserve
Australia's native forests fails to realise its full potential.

In recent years, public awareness ofthe plight ofour native

forests has increased greatly. Although there have been
limited gains in the gazettal of some new forest reserves,

overall forest management has changed little and the rate

of wood extraction from native forests has not declined.

There is now a danger that the momentum established

during the last few^ears will be lost. In our view, neither

the public nor the pol iticans have been presented with clear

proposals from conservationists. As a result, most of the

debate over our forests is conducted within the narrow and
purely economic frame of reference of the existing forest

industry.

We envisage a new network of forest activists within

Australia, encompassing both groups and individuals,

which could complement and overlap with other groups
already involved in die forest campaign. However, the

network would be based on a clearly defined policy

(statement of goals) and an agreed strategy (tactical

approach to achieve these goals).
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More detail is given below, but in essence the proposed

policy entails rapid and far-reaching change in forest

management, as well as a major restructuring of the forest

and forestproducts industry. The following points represent

a provisional 'log of claims'. The authors of this letter

propose that they could constitute the core of the network's

policy:

* An immediate moratorium on all logging activity and
other unsustainable forms of development in all

remaining rainforests, old-growth forests, forest

wilderness areas and forests which are habitats for

uncommon orendangered species and communities.

* Establishment of large, secure and adequately

resourced native forest reserves, connected where

possible by corridors, to be managed for full

conservation of ecological and aesthetic values.

* A drastic reduction in all woodchip or pulpmill

operations which rely mainly on native forests for

their resource, with a view to their elimination

within a few years as alternative pulp resource

becomes available. Export woodchipping should

cease within a very short time.

* Rapid restructuring of the forest and forest products

industry to achieve ecological sustainability as well

as progressive* economic and social objectives,

with preference given to diminished imports rather

than large-scale export projects,

* Adequate funding for forestmanagement and research

-and for the dcvelopmcntofinnovative technologies

to manufacture wood products to replace sawn

timber and develop non-polluting pulp and paper

mills.

* A major program of reforestation on cleared land,

partly to grow a new wood resource but also to

serve ecological objectives, both local (eg, soil

conservation) and global (eg. stabilisation of

atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels).

* Progressive repair of 'damaged' native forest

ecosystems wherever possible - in particular by
restoring adequatenumbers ofwildlife habitat trees.

* Federal support for the development of a new pulp

and paper industry based on annual fibre crops and
native hardwood plantations,

* A Federal ban on the import of all tropical rainforest

timbers - except in cases where the timber is proven

to be grown sustainably outside old-growth forests,

* Federal control overAustralian corporations operating

overseas to outlaw all involvement of Australian

companies in tropical rainforest destruction.

* Commonwealth powers to be utilised to over-ride

State law when- ever the above Objectives cannot

be achieved by Commonwealth- State co-operation,

This is an ambitious list of policies. However, we
believe thatpublic opinion has advanced sufficiendy

to support a bold reform program based on these

ideas, which would have the potential to resolve

conflict over native forests and provide a positive

example for the rest of the world,

Implemention would be expensive - although not in our

view beyond the capacity of our society. We believe that

if such a program were presented imaginatively to the

public, a majority of people would not only support it, but

they would also express willingness to pay the price.

Oneway this couldhappen would be via the introduction,

at Federal level, of a new, graduated consumption tax.

Such a lax would increase the price of both domestic and

imported forest products. It would help ensure that the

price to consumers of forest products reflected their true

ecological cost Differentials could be applied to favour

the use ofrecycled feedstock in thepulpand paper industry.

Proceeds from the tax should ideally be kept separate

from general revenue. Community participation should be

encouraged in decisions over expenditure. We envisage

some of the proceeds being used to fund studies into the

impact of logging in native forests and to examine

management requirements to ensure the full conservation

of biological diversity. Funds must also be spent on

restructuring the forest and forest products industry and on

compensation packages to prevent economic hardship

caused by changes to existing industries. Subsidies for

new schemes such as afforestation programs may also be

needed.

These are our ini tial policy proposals which we advance
to open discussion and debate, Critical responses to these

suggestions are most welcome.

The major strategic objective underlying this initiative

is to promotean ambitious and comprehensive set of forest

policies at the forthcoming Federal election. We believe

that there is nothing to lose from doing so - and potentially

a great deal to gain. At the very least, we believe that

raising the issues will help spread awareness and improve

the quality of debate on forest issues,

We hope this is of interest to you and look forward to

your speedy response,

Yoursfor theforests,

Dalian Pugh, Sid Walker and Peter Herbsi (members

of the North East Forest Alliance & Canberra Forestry

Working Group).
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REFORMING
THE IMF

The IMF is a sister organisation to the World Bank and
is intimately involved with the process of large scale

> industrial development in the Third World, Australia

provides millions of dollars each year to the Fund and we
have a place on its Board. At present the IMF is seeking a

major funding increase from donor countries,

So far our government has agreed to increase our quota

without using the situation to call for reform of the IMF.
This situation could change if the Australian community
calls on the government to honour its commitment to the

protection of the International environment and to act on
the recommendations of the Senate Inquiry in to the

Environmental Impact of Australian Aid,

Unlike the Bank the IMF doesn't get involved in the

messy business of specific development projects. Instead,

the IMF is concerned with the overall economic situation

of countries requesting development assistance and it

makes loans to getthem through short term liquidity crises.

THE PRICE OF MONEY
But taking money from the IMF has its price. In order

to receive IMF support, which is often a pre-rcquisite to

being eligible to receive loans from the World Bank, a

country has to follow the finance doctor's advice and
swallow the bitter pills of structural adjustment and other

IMF medicine. These measures force countries to cut

welfare spending and government services, such as

environment departments and nature protection programs,
promote the destruction of rainforest areas and the cash

cropping of fragile soils to generate foreign exchange. All

this bad medicine so that the countries can keep paying off

the debts incurred following the disastrous development
paths advocated by the World Bank and the IMF and the

other"international mafia" (a useful term coinedbyEdward
Goldsmith, editor of The Ecologist).

The IMF's own study, "The Implications of Fund-
Supported Adjustment Programs for Poverty", noted that

sharp cuts in capital expenditures, health and education

programs prompted by Fund programs have worsened the

lot of the poor over both the short and long term.

The Fund is not an innocent bystander to the global

ecological crisis, but a key participant that has flagrantly

avoided its responsibilities. Yet the IMF refuses to

acknowledge its role in creating povertyand environmental

destruction or to look at ways to remedy the situation.

Source : KoHter Stadlan*«ig*r
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THE PUSH FOR REFORM
Following the initial successes in reforming the World

Bank, non government groups around the world have now
a#ied the reform ofthe IMF id their agenda. Already in the
US legislation has been enacted that calls on theirExecutive
Director to the IMF to regularly and vigorously promote
the following policy and staffing changes through formal
initiatives before the Board and management of the IMF
and through bilateral discussions with other member
nations.

. The addition to the IMF's staff of natural resource
experts, and development economists trained in

analyzing linkages between macro-economic
conditions and the short-and long-term impacts on
sustainable management of natural resources."

. In a manner consistent with the purpose of the IMF,
the establishment in the IMF ofa systematic process
to review in advance, and take into account in policy
formation, projected impacts of each IMF lending
agreementon the long-term sustainablemanagement
of natural resources, the environment, public health

and poverty.



The U.S. Treasury has to irnplementlhenew legislation

but has not enough voting power to ensure success at the

IMF unless other governments support the reform efforts.

They have asked for help from international NGOs to

pressure other Executive Directors to supportthe initiatives.

The pending funding increase of the IMF will be
finalised in the coming mon ths, The period of negotiations
offers the most immediate leverage we have in Australia to

keep up the pressure to reform the IMF. Please join us in

taking action to pressure our Government to tie their

approval of the funding quota increase to the

implementation of the following environmental and social

reform requests:

• Establish a special environmental and social unit

within the IMR
• Use Policy Framework Papers (PFPs) as the main

initial vehicle to incorporate social and
environmental impact studies and evaluation reports.

• Increase the weight of PFPs within the decision

making process, by making them a condition ofloan

approval

• Better utilize compensatory measures to protect the

environment, natural resources and the poor, in the

context of all Structural Adjustment measures.

• Establish a proper review mechanism, covering all

IMF programs.

Many people feel think that calling for the reform of

institutions as powerful and entrenched as the IMF is

useless. However at the moment it is not possible to kill

such a beast, as it is central to the workings of international

finance and is supported by the vast majority of world

governments. If the above measures are taken up by the

Fund U will become an institution that can serve the

interests of the poor and the planet.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Write to: Paul Keating, Australian Governor to

the International Monetary Fund, Parliament

House Canberra ACT 2600.

INDIA: THE
WORLD BANK AND
NARMADAVALLEY

A reportfrom our correspondent.

So what's new _fuck the Bank ... I'm sick and tired of

the way we play this nicey nicey game with government

officials. The world's become so straight L. big deal, the

Bank's got an environment policy, big deal, the Bank's

talking about protecting forests in PNG, big deal, the

Bank's really improving, talking to NGO's, considering

releasing information, oh what a wank. If the Bank really

was going to change in a world that's on its last legs, then

it would pull out of funding disasters like SSP (The Sardar

Sarovar Dam Project). How can we even begin to talk to

them unless they show some relevant change in their

actions? Why do wc even need a policy on CFC emissions,

lead free petrol and so on when the likes of the Indian

Government are increasing theirm ili tary jets by the minute

spreading pollution faster than a thousand cars, building

nuclear reactors hungry for power. Each hovel wants, now
needs its ownTV, video, blender,juicer, chopper ugh! And
we're still talking about getting the Bank to withdraw

funds for the SSP and they're still saying wait another few

months, now until July, What a game.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
Write a letter to Paul Keating, Governor of The
World Bank, Parliament House, Canberra 2600,

phrased in more diplomatic terms than the

above, asking him to urge an immediate halt to

World Bank funding for the Sardar Sarovar

scheme* This scheme will forcibly displace

100,000 people. For more information see WRR
12 or contact The Rainforest Information

Centre, Lismore*
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Pooyamkutty Forest

Faces Inundation

The relentless destruction of India's tribal cultures and
ecosystems grinds on. However opposition to the industrial

nightmare is growing, and with international solidarity and
supportmuch can be done to help themovements dedicated

to saving the remaining natural areas and traditional cultures

oflndia.

One of the big dam networks currendy threatening

India is the Pooyamkutty project, planned for the southern

portion of the Western Ghats (Sahyadri) ranges. These
mountains stretch 2000 kilometers on India's west coast

and arc crucial ecologically because of their rainforests

(sholas) and shola-grasslands. Deforestation ofthe Western
ghats for agriculture, timber and development projects has

already changed climate patterns in the region, with

increasing drought followed by floods and desertification

under way.

The pooyamkutty project is planned for the tributaries

of the Pcriyarr River in Kerala, Its eleven dams would
produce750 megawatts ofelectricity to feed the burgeoning

and filthy industries being established on the coastal plains.

The dire consequences are already being foretold in the

mountainous district of Idukki in Kerala, where landslides

and scismif tremors have become common in the past few
years following the construction of many massive dams.

• With the completion of the new dam, the district would
have 20 large dams, including the gigantic Idukki dam.
Geologists say this district, which is on the sensitive

"Madurai-Cochin arch", is highly susceptible to seismicity,

and they predict a catastrophe if more dams are built here.

The project would submerge 5000 hectares of primary
forest, including both rainforestand reed forests. Since the^

dams would be over a large area, with dams and townships

fragmenting the forest, 40,000 hectares of forest would be
destroyed.

Nearly 2000 Adivasis (the original tribal inhabitants)

would have to be relocated from lands submerged by the

dams, Many of them have already been resettled once
when an earlier dam was built in the same district. In total,

hundreds of thousands of people would be damned by the

dams; for the Pooyamkutty reed belt, the last remaining

large reed forests in the Western Ghats, sustains 200-

300,000 tribal people dependent upon the traditional reed

baskets and mat weaving industry.

Environmental activists from the Western Ghats have

formed a campaign to save the Pooyamkutty. The Western
Ghats arc already sick with with dams, nuclear power
plants, forestry service Eucalyptus mono cultures and

degraded forest lands, The destruction of such a huge area

of forest as Pooyamkutty would trigger the collapse of the

Western Ghats ecosystem.

Please help stop this disaster* A decade ago

interna tional outcry was crucia 1 i n stop p i n g the Mood i n

£

of the Silent Valley in Kerala, the last intact rainforest

watershed in peninsular India* Letters ofprotest against

the Pooyamkutty project can be addressed to The
Prime Minister of India, New Delhi, 110 011, INDIA;
and to E.K. Nayanar, Chief Minister of Kerala, 28
Trivandrum <>95001, Kerala, INDIA.

SEED is a group/centre dedicated to studying and
publicising the ecological problems of the Western Ghats
region. They use media, courts and public education
measures and link grassrobts workers with scientists and
lawyers. In addition to trying to save the Pooyamkmiy
forests, they are campaigning for the following:

• To get all rainforest areas in the Western Ghats

declared natural heritage areas and protected as

sanctuaries.

•To protect existing wildlife sanctuaries in theWestern
Ghats,

* To stop nuclear power plants planned for Kaiga
(Kamataka) and Koodanguiam (Tamilnadu), and
the mining activities in Goa.

For further details and support write to Anand
Skaria, Save Pooyamkutty Campaign, do SEED,
P.O.Box 14

? Cochin 682001 Kerala INDIA,

ALERT ON
TEHRI DAM

The movement against theTehri Dam in the Himalayas,

has reached a critical phase and needs your support. On the

24ih of December 1989 T Sundarlal Bahuguna, India's

wellknown Chipko activiust, began a fast to demand a halt

to the work at the Soviet-aided Tehri Dam, until an
environmental review was done on the project, which
threatens to be a total disaster, being built in a geologically

unstable ar.^a.

On the 4th of Jan, the people of Tehri persuaded
Sundarlalji to call off his fast after they all formed a human
chain across the dam site and took a pledge to carry on the

fight and ensure that thedam is never builL Thegovernment
has also given the people a commitment to stop work at the

site, until discussions on an environmental review are held

.

However, the protest at the dam site continues to make sure

that the government keeps its commitment.

Please send letters of protest against Tehri Dam to

the Prime Minister of India and Minister of
Environment -Sri V.P.Singh,and Ms. Maneka Gandhi,
Minister of State for Environment and Forests,

Paryavaran Khawan, C.GXXComplex, Lodi Road, New
Delhi 110019, India.

For further information please contact, 105 Rajpur
Road, Dehra Dun-248001 India telephone: 23374 fax;*

0135 28392, Telex ;585 345 END IN, 585 232 PAL IN



AND
TRIBAL PEOPLES.

At a recent talk in Lismore, Burnam Bumam, an

Australian Aboriginal elder, suggested that tribal cultures

should be listed as part of the worlds heritage.

This should be doneas a matter of urgency, They are far

more than a reminder ofourpast. They are a 1 iving example

of people living lightly and harmoniously in the

environment. One of the many things that we can learn

from them, is their understanding of medicinal plants.

Many of our Western drugs arc based on their remedies or

being synthetic copies of them. A few examples:*

The alkaloids derived from ihc Rosy Periwinkle,

vincristine and vinblastine, have greatly increased the

chance of survival of children suffering from leukemia, as

well as being used against Hodgkin's disease and other

malignant lymphomas, breast cancer, choricarcinoma and

certain turnor-type cancers. We were directed to the Rosy
Periwinkleby tribal herbalists in Madagascar and Jamaica,

Rauwolfia, a material from the so-called snakeroot

plant of monsoon forests in India, was used for more than

four thousand years by Hindu sadh us to treat nervous

disorders and mental illness, also dysentery, cholera, and

fever, before its potential became known to western-world

scientists in the late40% whereupon its alkaloid reserpine

began to form the base of tranquilizer products and of

materials for the treatment of hypertension, and anxiety.

By the late 1960's almost 6% of all drug prescriptions,

contained alkaloid extracts from Rauwolfia species.

Bromelain which is used in the treatment of thrombosis

and inflammation was first 'discovered' being used by
Indians in the Caribbean, using pineapplejuice to promote

the healing of wounds.

The list goes on and on. It is estimated that the value of

products worldwide, that owe their origin to the worlds

rain forests and dicir tribal healers, is around $20 billion per

year,(The Primary Source, Norman Myers, 1984, W W
Norton & Co, NY)

Not only is this fact little appreciated but where it is

acknowl edged we have to create an illusion of our

superiority by ncgat ing their understanding as merely the

product of trial and error over thousands of years, in so

doing we undervalue the wisdom arising from their lifesty le.
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As was recently pointed out by the CS1RO, the cure for

the AIDS virus may be amongst the species that were made
extinct TODAY, through the destruction of the worlds

rainforests. Saving these tribal Cultures is just one of the

many reasons that we need to save as much of the worlds -

rainforests as we can. It is not enough to study these'

peoples and think that we can feed all they have to offer

into our computers. Their knowledge goes much deeper

than mat It is more a matter of a spiritual relationship with

their environment that we need to learn, than a mere
cataloging of facts.

The Rainforest Information Centre is involved in a
project that is attempting to preserve some of this wisdom
in India. The project is run by Traditional Medicines
Programme of The Academy of Development Science,

Mulund, Bombay, India. This project hopes to provide

support for the traditional Indian system of medicine,

Ayurveda, which is progressively being replaced by western
medicine.

Being an oral tradition, Ayurveda needs periodic

strengthening but the advent of western medicine has

disturbed the entire system. Even the tribal people spend
huge sums (by their standards) to get an "injection" instead

of going to a folk healer. They think that an "injection" will

cure all. Such is the misconception and it only encourages
ihc millions of quacks operating in rural areas.

Traditional medicine also suffers due to unavailability

of medicine plants to the rural people, To correct this the

Academy is establishing a Gencbank and nursery of

medicinal plants. This will help to conserve endangered

species. It will provide training and education facilities for

folk practitioners, village level health workers, students

and interested laypeoplc. It will distribute seeds and saplings

to the local people as well as distribute fruit collected by
tribal people for sale in the cities.

The present situation is that the Academy has 27 acres

of land and can start work on the project when they receive

sufficient funds. Please send any donations to this project

to the Rainforest Information Centre,PO Box 368, Lismore
2480. For tax deducibility please send donations via the

ACF 340 Gore St Fitzroy 3065



"Rielwooc
Domestic Energy and
Tropical

Deforestation
Takenfrom a paper by

Paddy Lappin ofFriends ofthe earth,

Scotland.

Paddy Lapin spent 34 years in SW India as a planter and
forester. He was a game warden for the Kerala state

government and helped administer the state's first National

Park, He has also been connected with tribal welfare and
served in an advisory capacity to governments.)

Approximately 1.5 to 2 billion people in the tropics -

particularly in the in S JE. Asia and West Africa, depend on

fuelwood or charcoal for much of their domestic energy

needs, The demand on primary forest as a source of fuel is

very significant, probably in the order of 3-4 million ha* a
year. Over much of the Third World there can be no
sustainable forest, or indeed forests of any type, without

sustainable firewood resources. We suggest that one

approach which, despite some unfortunate precedents,

must be explored is plantation forestry.

The only successful advanced agricultural systems in

the tropics are the tree plantations. They have worked
because they can be ecologically stable, sustainable and
profitable. Only 1 2 million ha are currently under tropical

plantation forestry - about L5% ofthe total area of tropical

moist forest destroyed over the last 30 years. There are vast

areas ofdegraded wasteland in most developing countries,

and from the 50 odd nations with tropical forest of various

types it should be possible to identify 130 million ha. of

unutilised or marginally utilised wasteland suitable for

tree plantation. Logged over forest alone accounts for

nearly 200 million ha. and if the natural forest cannot

regenerate, plantations are the best way to rehabilitate

degraded soils. The canopy protects the soil and the rleep

tree roots retrieve nutrients that shallow rooted plants

cannot reach, A hundred and thirty million ha. of fast-

growing exotics would yield roughly 2 billion cubic metres

of wood per annum and go much of the way to reducing

domestic and local industrial demands on primary forests.

The cost factor; Then average cost ofclearing, planting

and maintaining to the third year of a ha, ofexotics is in the

order of $200, and at a annual planting rate of 10 million

ha. the cost would be about 42 billion per annum - not an

inordinate figure when seen in the context of current and

future aid to tropical countries to alleviate natural disasters,

often them -selves due to the destruction of watershed and

littoral forest.

Implementation; Such a vast undertaking could only be
carried out through a combination ofgovernment an private

agencies, and social forestry.

In 1985, the Indian Government set up a National

Wastelands Development Board with the aim of planting

5 million ha. of fuelwood a year. Achievements have been

far below target, but the initiative deserves every

encouragement and could serve as a prototype for other

tropical countries. The commercial sector should be
encouraged to participate with the reduction of red tape

and the provision of adequate profit margins.

Despite problems associated with community-based
forestry schemes, they are essential if there is to be a
solution to the fuelwood crisis in the tropics. Apart from
providing fuelwood, such schemes protect the environment
and provide products such as forage, fertiliser and essential

oils.

Whetherwe like it or not, large-scale plantation forestry

on degraded land is probably the only viable alternative

left - both for domestic energy needs and much of the

industrial wood needs of the developing and developing
nations.
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BRAZIL:
FERNANDO
MESQUITA AND
EXTRACTIVE
RESERVES

The EnvironmentaiDefense Fund, the National Wildlife
Federation, Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace, and the

Sierra Club have sent a congratulatory letter to Fernando
Cesar Mesquita, the President of IBAMA, the Brazilian

Institute for the Environment, The letter commends
Mesquita for his efforts in establishing Extractive Reserves
as a conservation unit under Brazilian law. In order to

support Mesquita and influence furtheraction it is important
to acknowledge his current initiative. Mesquita can be
reached at telex no. 61 171 1 in Brazil. A copy of the letter

sent bv EDF and the above organizations follows
Umo, Sr.

Fernando Cesar Mesquita

Presidente

IBAMA

Brasilia D.F. Brazil

Dear Mr. Mesquita;

We congratulate you on your initiative in creating
regulationsfor the establishment ofExtractiveReserves as
a conservation unit under Brazilian law, andforyour role
in the creation of the Extractive Reserve of the Upper
Jurua in Acre.

Both steps are key advances towards ecologically
sustainable, socially just development in the Amazon, We
strongly support your action in this area.

The letter was endorsed by representatives from the
Environmental Defense Fund, the National Wildlife
Federation, Friends of the Earth, GreenpeaceUSA and the
Sierra Club,



THE BAMBOO SOLUTION
It might seem at times that the need to save the worlds

rainforests and the need to have1 a continuing supply of

building materials are irreconcilable.

At present the majority of our timber is coming from

rainforests that are being destroyed in the process.

Fortunately there are other ways for us to get our building

materials and do minimal damage to our environment in

the process.

Besides alternatives such as mudbrick and the

development of timber plantations there is one alternative

that surpasses all others. That is a grass, bamboo.

Bamboo may well be the building material of the 21st

century. It is strong, light and lasts when properly treated.

Itgrows quicklyand densely and has considerable aesthetic

appeal. Having recently attended a bamboo workshop

which involved the construction of an extension to Vistara

primary school in Lismore, I have seen first hand the value

of this versatile building material.

Bamboo posts, beams, rafters and battens proved quite

adequate to the task and amply satisfied the Lismore City

Councils Building Inspectors who, when asked for a

comment said:
lWe are willing to consider bamboo as a

future building material as long as it satisfies the building

regulations/

The main problem from their point of view is the degree

to which it bends. Many bamboo enthusiasts see this as a

plus however. It flexes but does not break. Perhaps the

regulations may need to flex a little too, so thatwe can save

the worlds remaining rainforests.

As far as strength goes bamboo is stronger than walnut

and nearly as strong as steel The Book of Bamboo by

David Farrelly quotes a study done at the Puerto Rico

Experiment Station which found that bamboo required

52,000 pounds per square inch to break it- Walnut required

22,000 psi and steel 60,000 psi.

Farrelly claims that it is the hardiest natural structure to

evolve in the millions of years of cellular life on earth. He

tells of an instance when a typhoon stuck two Honk Kong

buildings, both protected by scaffolding: one of bamboo,

the other of steel The bamboo held firm and the steel

collapsed in a contorted heap.

The prevailing opinion about bamboo is that it is brittle,

and only good for a temporary shelter, however, if it is

treated properly it can last as well as any timber.

This treatment consists of boiling it in oil to remove

sugars and starches and oiling it every year and a half. This

will ensure that bamboo beetles don't demolish yourhome
and that it doesn't dry out and crack.

Apparently there are in China 7,000 year old temples

built from bamboo and mud that arc still quite sound. Also

in Szechwan, China mere are natural gas lines made of

bamboo that have been in use since 1000 B.C. This and
many other fascinating facts about bamboo can be found in

The Book of Bamboo.

Also a great plus for bamboo is the fact that it is

harvestablc after 3 years and automatically regenerates

itself each year. Without any doubt it could fill a large part

of the gap left when the destruction of the forests is

stopped,.

The people running the workshop, Cougar Wiccc-Otter

and Tauryan, estimate thai they can produce properly

treated bamboo ready for use at around $7/mcter, which

works out at approximately 1N2 the cost of the equivalent

limber posts. This price advantage would be expected to

increase as the price of timber goes up and more people

start producing bamboo.

They estimate that there are enough clumps of bamboo

in the Northern Rivers District, NSW, to build 5,000

houses. In 3 years time, another 5,000 houses could be built

from the same clumps. With some new planting ofbamboo

we could be using nothing else in 15 years time. That is,

except for the inertia of human habits and the prejudice

against the material. These bamboo houses of the future

will not be stick houses that will blow down with the first

cyclone. They will be as solid and permanent as anything

we have today .

For the people on the land, bamboo plantations can

serve an added purpose for soil building and holding and

also for wind breaks. So, this may be a viable new crop for

farmers in the near future. It has many other uses besides

as a building material. It can be used for paper making,

cladding, musical instruments, scaffolding, baskets,

furniture, veneers, fence posts, concrete reinforcing, platted

bowls, chop sucks (not the throw away kind we hope), and

cushions.

There are
1

some 76 genera
1

of bamboo 'covering 1200

to 1500 species, all with their individual strengths and

weaknesses and optimum uses. These arc broadly divided

into "sympodiar which clumps and "monopodia!" which

runs.

Cougar and Tauryan claim that this material is so good

thai surf boards and multi-storey buildings can be made

from it. In the Philippines it has been used for airplane

skins. Itwas used forEdison's originalphonograph needles.

Retaining walls and bridges up to 750' long were built in

China. The range of its uses is perhaps unequaled by any

other resource

.Whereas we in the west have spent the last 100 or so

years perfecting the technology for making paper from

timber, India has concentrated its efforts in making paper

from, environment friendly, bamboo. In 1980 India used

2.2 million tons of bamboo to make 70% of its paper.

Bamboo for paper production, has it all over the other

alternative materials, suchasradiata pine from plantations.

According to Farrelly it can provide two to six times as

much cellulose per acre as pine, and grows at around 5

times the rate. Also it has far longer fibers which means

that the paper can be recycled many more times. All that

is needed to get this valuable alternative material established

is for open minded people with a bit of imagination to leap

in and set the example.

For more information please contact Cougar on 066-

878533 .

Jed Stuart.



DONATIONS
THE RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE needs substantial clonal ions now to cover materials, priming, mail out,

running costs, actions, and conservation workers overseas. Your support will assure support for the earth.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS
Please post the first form to ACF wtth your cheque, and the second directly lo the RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE.

The Director

Australian Conservation Foundation
6720 Glen ferric Road, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122

I attach a donation to die Australian Conservation Foundation. I prefer lhatlhis donation should be spent for the purpose of
the RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE, I understand that this donation is lax deductible and therefore look forward
fo your receipt

Namc{bfock letters)

Address
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RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE
RO. Box 368, Lismore, N.S.W. 2480

I have forwarded today to the Australian Conservation Foundation a donation expressing a preference thai il be spent for the
purpose of the Rainforest Information Centre.

Namc(bloek fellers)

Address.*...

Amount(S)

If tax deduct ibi lily is not required, please send your donations direct to:

RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE, !\<). BOX 368, LISMORE 24H0

Rainforest Information Centre,

P.O. Box 368, Lismore 2480, Australia

Please add me to the list of subscribers lo WORLD RAINFOREST REPORT.

1 enclose cheque/money order for subscription for four issues. Cost for four issues: $ \ 2 within Australia, S 1 5 Overseas, Cheui
should be made payable to Rain forest Information Centre Please send my subscription to:

Name: i Address:

Postcode: Country:


